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“To avoid all mistakes in the conduct of great 
enterprises is beyond man’s power. But when a 

mistake has once been made, to use his reverse as 
lessons for the future is the part of a brave and 

sensible man.” 
 
 
 
 

Minicius to his soldiers, following the defeat by Hannibal (209 BC) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
Abstract 
 
Providing high quality services in order to retain customers is one of the biggest concerns 
of online businesses today. Yet, service failure is an integral part of services, which 
largely concludes into customer defection. Thus, managers should be conscious about the 
service failure threat and have strong service recovery strategies in place, in order to win 
customers back after their occurrence. 
The online shop industry is experiencing its very early stages in Iran in a special form 
these years. Yet, there is not much knowledge available about this industry and 
particularly not about service failure and recovery. Therefore, online shops performance 
in accordance with service failure-recovery and their impact on Iranian online shopper 
has become the focus of this study. This thesis has been based on customer’s 
perspectives and their experiences in online shopping. Quantitative approach and e-
questionnaire as data collection tool were used in the conduction of this study. The 
finding suggests that although online shops are severely breaching few fundamental 
business principles, customer defection and negative WOM are not happening in high 
rates. In addition, winning the Iranian customer back to normal state through service 
recovery is not quite the same as similar studies in other countries suggest. 
 
 
Keywords:   service failure, service recovery, managing complaints, customer 
complaint behavior (CCB) - post complaint behavior. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
1. Introduction 

In this chapter, the area in which the study is conducted will be introduced, moving 
from general perspectives towards the focus on the specific problem. Some important 
terms are mentioned and the interrelations between different areas are presented. 
The research problem of this work is presented to give the reader a clearer picture of 
our field of study. Then, research questions and the delimitation of the study will be 
introduced. Finally, an Outline of the whole thesis will be brought up at the end of the 
chapter. 

1.1- Defensive and Offensive marketing strategies 

Offensive marketing strategies are those strategies designed to obtain 

additional (new) customers, encourage brand switching, and increase purchase 

frequency. Offensive strategies have been emphasized in marketing literature for 

many years (Fornel et. al, 1987). In this type of marketing, once the purchase is made, 

the marketer’s attention moves on to other potential customers (Fornel et. al, 1987). 

To put it differently, the concentration of offensive marketing is mostly on pre-

purchase activities. In its extreme form, offensive marketing makes no regard for 

customer satisfaction.  

Defensive marketing concentrates, however, on post-purchase activities aimed 

at satisfying the firm’s existing customers. The marketing goal in a defensive 

marketing strategy is customer satisfaction, with the intention to minimize customer 
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turnover or, equivalently, to maximize customer retention (Fornel et. al, 1987). 

Defensive marketing is relatively new to marketing. The first research in the area 

appeared during the early 1980s in work by Hauser and Shugan (1983) and Hauser 

(1984). These early works primarily examined defensive marketing from a theoretical 

standpoint. On the heels of this early work in defensive marketing, many marketers 

have since incorporated defensive marketing tactics into their strategic efforts and are 

gaining many competitive advantages from their efforts.  

In the face of increasing competition and/or maturing industries or shrinking 

markets, offensive objectives become increasingly difficult to meet. The cost of 

generating a new customer can substantially exceed the cost of retaining a present 

customer. Low growth and highly competitive markets are increasingly common 

characteristics of many industries (e.g., automobiles, farm machinery, radio and TV, 

primary metals, engines and turbines, photographic goods, tobacco products, and 

clothing, to mention just a few (Fornel et. al, 1987). Therefore, defensive marketing 

strategy is becoming more important (Ibid). As we will see next, defensive strategy is 

also of much importance in Internet marketing. 

 1.2- The Internet 

Johnsson, Sanders (2000), describe the history of the Internet as following: 

“The Internet originates from ARPANET (Advanced Research Projects Agency 

Network), which started to develop in 1969 in order to connect computers at 

American research institutes all over America. Its purpose was to give researchers the 

possibility to share the scarce computer resources at the time. This network was 

mostly an academic research network with users mainly from teaching and research 

institutions together with government organizations that were directly or indirectly 

involved in research activities.” 

In 1990, ARPANET ceased to exist and the network of computers became 

officially known as the Internet. The number of Internet users has grown significantly 

over the last years. This rapid growth in the number of Internet users had promoted a 
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belief in many business circles that the Web represents a huge marketing opportunity 

(Johnsson,  Sanders, 2000) 

1.3- Internet marketing: Defensive strategy 

Since world wide access has been quite cheep through Internet channel, 

(Zeithaml, 2002) many have followed attracting new customers via this channel as 

their main goal in late 1990s. Moreover, much less attention has been paid to 

promoting good services and developing customer relationships (Mahajan, 2002). 

Consequently, most of the Internet companies run out of money and went bankrupt 

within year 2000 (Jelassi T. and Enders, 2005).  

Reichheld and schefter (2000) discuss how marketers should concentrate 

attention on retaining rather than attracting customers on the Internet. The reason why 

defensive marketing is of crucial importance on the Internet can be obvious from the 

Michael Porter’s (2001) paper. He notices that Internet leads to high competition 

between e-sellers, since it reduces their barriers to entry and expands the geographic 

market. It also empowers the customers and lowers their switching costs. Because of 

these facts, it is vital for Internet marketing to follow defensive marketing strategies. 

To sum up, maximizing/minimizing customer retention/ defection or to put it 

differently, minimize/maximize customer (dis)satisfaction is of paramount 

importance in Internet marketing.  

1.4- Service failure - customer defection  

Service failure is defined as situations that service fails to live up to 

customer's expectation (Michael, 2001). In other words, the term service failure is a 

synonym for a problem that a customer has with a service (Spreng et al. 1995). 

Examples of failures (Bitner, Booms, & Tetreault, 1990) include unavailable service; 

unreasonably slow service and other core service problems (e.g., hotel room not 

clean, restaurant meal is cold, baggage arrives damaged, etc. 
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It is to mention that problems incidence, particularly in service industry, is 

unavoidable. This is due to their inherent variability (Hart et al., 1990, p. 255). 

However, service providers should strongly consider service failures, because of their 

critical impact on customer satisfaction (Kelley et al., 1993), retention, and word of 

mouth (WOM). 

Customer defection in service industry is largely a consequence of service 

failures. Keaveney (1995) has presented this fact in his research as he introduces the 

eight major causes of customer defection and notes that three out of eight refer to 

service failures. Service failure does not only lead into defection of the customer who 

has experienced it, but also results in defection of other customers or potential 

customers, as well, because of the spread of negative WOM. 

Negative WOM, which is another consequence of service failure (Bailey, 

1994; Mattila 2001), is one of the most harmful responses to a business, because it is 

invisible, often face to face communication, and perceived as highly credible 

information (Singh, 1990). Negative WOM is of higher threat to losing customers for 

services and particularly for e-services (Reichheld and schefter, 2000). The reason for 

that is that consumers often seek WOM information to reduce the higher risk 

associated with purchasing services (Haywood, 1989). Needless to emphasize that 

spread of WOM is much wider and faster on the Internet. 

Anyhow, service failure does not always mean dissatisfaction, lost customers 

and negative Word Of Mouth. In fact, what a company does after the service failure, 

which is referred to as service recovery, can make things better or worse. (Berry et al, 

1994). Next, an attempt is made to elucidate this matter. 

1.5- Service recovery 

“Recovery” is a developed term in the service literature, which is concerned 

with managing an organizations response to failure when they occur (Johnston, 

1995). Johnston (1995) defines service recovery as to “seek out and deal with 

“service failures” Recovery, involves those actions designed to resolve problems, 
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alter negative attitude of dissatisfied customers and to ultimately retain theses 

customers (Miller et al., 2000,p. 38). 

In fact, service recovery is a very critical process after service failure 

occurrence. It may conclude into customer retention or defection based on how the 

process is implemented. On the one hand, service recovery may conclude into 

aggravated dissatisfaction of customers and their defections, if it is implemented in a 

poor manner (Hart,Heskett & Sasser,1990). On the other hand, most dissatisfied 

customers will do business again and provide the firm with positive WOM (Boshoff, 

1997) if their problems are solved satisfactorily (Singh and Widing, 1981). In fact, it 

has been suggested that, through a phenomenon called the “service recovery paradox” 

(Hart et al., 1990; Michel, 2001), a successful service recovery can result in higher 

customer satisfaction and retention than if no service failure had occurred. These 

customers will also turn into a free source of promotion for the firm (Ahmad, 2002). 

As is obvious from the above-mentioned literature, service recovery can be a 

great chance to retain customers, who have experienced service failures. However, In 

spite of the chances to retain customers through successful service recovery, some 

studies suggest that over half of brand switching in services is attributable to service 

failures and poor management of recovery.   

1.6- Problem area 

Based on www.EIU.com * ratings, in 2000, among 60 countries, Iran has the 

56th place in telecommunication Infrastructure and the 58th place in e-commerce. 

Obviously, E-commerce is something new for Iran, but it is starting to grow in the 

near future. Online shopping is also in its very early stages in Iran. It has been 

reported by (ILNA, 22 azar 83) that about 1000 online shop have been formed and 

experienced online business in Iran by now. 

To perceive a realistic picture of what is going on in online shops industry in 

Iran, first a pilot study on a convenient sample has been conducted. Actually, the 

problem that I first had in mind was to know the Iranian online shoppers typologies 

*EIU: Economist Intelligence Unit 

http://www.EIU.com
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based on their motivations. Therefore, I interviewed 15 online shop’s managers either 

by phone or face to face. I have asked them about the online shopping process in Iran, 

its history, their problems, and the type of shoppers based on different characteristics 

such as their demography, purchases, and motivations.  

The pilot study revealed many issues about this industry. The industry has an 

age of about three years. Moreover, online shopper seems to be very young and 

neither has enough credit nor are they decision makers of the family in order to buy 

large items. Furthermore, many of them are said to buy just out of curiosity. Yet, 

some are buying particular goods, which are not available in their geographic areas 

and some even started to distribute them. In regard with the process, Internet payment 

does not exist by now (June 2005). Thus, payment is either through bank accounts or 

Delivery On Cash (DOC) system. Some of the online shops have contracts with post 

organization, which allows them to distribute their goods widely across the country 

with DOC system. However, some who do not have such contracts have to sell their 

items either to a restricted geographic area or work with bank accounts. Most of the 

online shops complain about the problems that they had in their businesses, such as, 

having very few shoppers; problems with delivery-payment system; inconsistency 

with their suppliers; problems with their websites that have not been designed by 

themselves and did not provide them the desired options; and finally problems with 

the staff to update the website regularly. 

As is obvious from the pilot study, very soon it become clear that most 

shoppers do not have permanent shopping motivations. In addition, it seems that 

failures are happening often in providing proper services to the online shoppers, due 

to the weak integration of front and back processes. Thus, Because of the prevalence 

of the service failure and customer’s temporary buying motivations, it seems that 

buyers may defect easily from online shops by facing service failures. Consequently, 

the question aroused in my mind, whether the online shops will be able to keep these 

shoppers in the future.  
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Considering studies and “dotcom bust*” history, both emphasizing the 

importance of max/min customer's retention/defection in Internet marketing, and the 

enormous impact of service failure on customer defection, and also knowing service 

recovery as a process that may improve or worsen defections, studying about service 

failure and service recovery is of crucial importance in Iranian environment. 

We have not been able to find any studies regarding service failure and 

service recovery and their impact on customers in Iran and particularly not in its 

online shop industry. Thus, in this study, attempt is made to describe the whole 

pattern of service failure-recovery and their impacts on customer, in Iranian online 

shops.  Actually, it is important to test the impact of service failure and different 

states of service recovery (i.e. poor or successful) on Iranian online shoppers, since it 

may not have the same impact on them as elsewhere. Furthermore, it is interesting 

and quite useful to identify the online shops existing performance regarding service 

failure occurrence and service recovery, in Iran. The combination of the information 

of “existing situation” with the impact of different possible situations on customers 

can lead us can lead us to useful implications, Because then, we have found the 

existing weaknesses and threats as well as the opportunities for retaining customers 

and making positive WOM. Subsequently, we define our Research questions as 

below: 

 RQ1: How often does service failure happen in online shops In Iran and     
what is the impact of service failure on customer retention & WOM?     

 RQ2: What is the impact of different states of service recovery on customer 
retention and WOM in online shops and what is the online shops performance 
in regard with service recovery? 

In order to answer these research questions, we will look after customer’s 

experiences and perspectives. That is, we will try to find those who have shopped 

online at least once, and ask them about their shopping experiences. If they have 

experienced problems, we will further ask them, what their experiences regarding 

service recovery was. This will allow us to answer about the online shops 

performance. Finally, we will ask every online shopper about their repurchase 

 DotCom Bust:  The bankruptcy of 900 online shops in year 2000 in US –further information: section 1.3
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intentions and WOM behaviors in regard with the online shops, which will show us 

the subsequent behaviors of customers to any particular event that they have 

experienced. By finding these reactions to each event, we can define what an 

effective service recovery is. 

1.6.1- Delimitation 

In this study, we will not attempt to present the managerial complexities of the 

entire service recovery process. For example, we ignore such issues as identifying the 

most important complaints and determining how to address them. In particular, this 

study investigates the interaction between service failure and online shops readiness 

for service recovery and the resulting impact on customer retention and WOM. In 

addition, notice should be taken that we were limited to ask customers for their 

repurchase intentions in order to judge about their retention, because retention 

measurement was not possible in our time limitation. 

1.7- Outline of the study 

This thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter 1 started with an introduction, 

and then moved on to discuss the background and Importance of the problem. This 

problem ended in a statement of the purpose of the study. Two research questions 

were outlined in order to help the researcher fulfill this purpose. Finally, delimitations 

of problem area were stated. Chapter 2 will provide the reader with an overview of 

previous studies and theories relevant to the purpose of this thesis. How the research 

was conducted and which methodological choices were made, is described in chapter 

3. Then, descriptions, tables, and figures of collected data and their analysis based on 

the research questions were presented in chapter 4. Finally, chapter 5 consists of 

discussion as well as some implications for managers and suggestions on further 

research. 
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Chapter 2 
Theoretical Review 
 
2. Theoretical review 

This chapter consists of two parts. Literature review focuses on providing the 
reader with the information about the literature connected to our research problem. 
It provides theories that can be connected to, and cover our research problem. Then, 
in the theoretical frame of reference the research questions will be developed and 
discussed based on chapter one and the literature review. 
2.1 Literature review 

These following sections of literature review will provide the reader with the 

theories that makes him/her familiar with many concepts of the previous studies, 

which are all related to our problem area and research questions. First, the importance 

of keeping existing customers (i.e. retention) is emphasized. Then we provide some 

theories to introduce dissatisfaction as a cause of defection & negative WOM, and 

satisfaction as that for retention & Positive WOM. Knowing these theories helps the 

reader to have a better understanding of retention and WOM behaviors in various 

under-studied situations. Then we get to the content of service failure. Service failure, 

which is defined by dissatisfaction theory, is a major cause of defection and much 

attention in the literature has been paid to it. Thus, we will carry on the chapter with 

the literature of service failure, particularly in B2C E-commerce. Next, a description 

of literature is presented, on how we should protect our customers from the 

dissatisfaction that is caused by service failures. There are two strategies in this 

regard: “service failure avoidance” and “service recovery”, which have been 

explained, based on PIT model, in turn. In the explanation of service recovery 
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strategy, we talk about its important managerial parameters, which are complaining 

and problem resolution rate. Complaining is divided in itself into two strategies: 

encouraging complaints, which can be measured by the rate of those who are willing 

to complain, and providing easy and hassle free communication modes. 

Furthermore, problem resolution has been divided into representative’s 

responsiveness and the final outcome of the resolution process. All of these four 

service recovery elements, beside each other, are helpful to apply an effective service 

recovery, which aims at re-satisfying the dissatisfied customer and retain him/her.   If 

one or some of them fail, the customer’s dissatisfaction may be aggravated or at least 

not changed into satisfaction, which in turn leads into negative repurchase intention 

and WOM. At the end of service recovery explanations and the part of literature 

review, we will just point to the most common theories regarding complexities of 

service recovery process, which we are not using further in our research. 

2.1.1 The cost of losing a customer 

Researchers found that a 5 percent reduction in lost customers increases 

profits by 25-95 percent (Jacob, 1994). The increase in profits as Cranage(2004) 

describes, is realized through several ways: “First, attracting new customers costs five 

times more than retaining existing customers (Peters, 1988). Second, Long-term 

customers generate increasingly more profits year after year in almost all service 

businesses (Reichheld & Sasser 1990) because repeat customers often make fewer 

demands on employee time due to realistic expectations, and at the same time, 

employee becomes more efficient due to familiarity with the customer's needs 

(Swanson and Kelley, 2001, p. 51). Third, the company can realize the economic 

benefits of loyal customers from positive word-of-mouth. In addition, upset and 

dissatisfied customers may tell 10 to 20 people about their bad experience with the 

service company. (Singh, 1990)” 
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2.1.2  how should customer retention be kept?  

Consumer satisfaction has impact on loyalty, word of mouth, and repeat-purchase 

behavior (Zemke and Shaaf, 1990). 

2.1.2.1- (Dis) Satisfaction Theories 

The theoretical basis for models of satisfaction / dissatisfaction arises from 

consumer psychology and especially the theory of disconfirmation (Oliver 1980; 

Oliver, Rust and Varki 1997). The disconfirmation paradigm consists of three basic 

elements: expectations, perceived performance and the resultant 

satisfaction/dissatisfaction. Confirmation/disconfirmation is an evaluative process, 

whereby a consumer compares a service or a product’s performance to his/her prior 

expectations (Boshoff, 1997). 

Confirmation occurs when the actual performance is equal to the expectations. 

In such a situation, the customer is satisfied and is in an indifferent or neutral stage. If 

performance exceeds expectations, the customer is highly satisfied, or delighted 

(Schneider & Bowen, 1999). 

Negative disconfirmation, on the other hand, results when a product or service 

performance is less than the customer’s expectations. Negative disconfirmation, in 

turn, contributes to possible dissatisfaction. The more the level of the gap between 

perceived performance and expectation, the more dissatisfied the customer will be. 

Highly dissatisfied customers are also known as outraged customers. 

 

 

 

 

 

Expectations (E)

Comparison

             P<E 
             Negative 
        Disconfirmation 

           P=E or P>E 
      Confirmation or 
Positive Disconfirmation 

Dissatisfaction Satisfaction

Performance (P)

Source Boschhoff, 1997 

Figure 2.1 Disconfirmation Theory 
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Customer's expectations are based on their past buying experiences, the 

opinion of friends and associates, and marketer and competitor information and 

promises (Parasuraman, 2004). Marketers must be careful to set the right level of 

expectations. If they set expectations too low, they may satisfy those who buy but fail 

to attract enough buyers. In contrast, if they raise expectations too high, buyers are 

likely to be disappointed. Still some of today's most successful companies are raising 

expectations- and delivering performance to match. These companies embrace total 

customer satisfaction. (Schneider & Bowen, 1999).                                  

2.1.2.2-(Dis)Satisfaction as motives of customer 
defection/retention and WOM 

As we will also further explain in this section, (dis)satisfaction has impact on 

customer’s repurchase intention, loyalty and word of mouth (zemke and shaaf, 1990). 

In general, most customers’ range from being moderately dissatisfied to moderately 

satisfied (see figure 2.2). We can infer that such a state of moderation means 

customers are essentially ambivalent in their loyalty to a particular business. We 

predict that these customers would likely  "defect" in the presence of even a modest 

motivator – for example, getting a better price, finding a more convenient store 

location, or trying a new or different merchant  (Schneider & Bowen, 1999). In 

addition, no particular WOM behavior is to be expected from these customers, 

because when things occur almost as expected, there is not much to talk about with 

others (Söderlund, 1998). Thus, these customers are in a neutral state of WOM and 

retention. 

In high levels of dissatisfaction, the customer will be outraged. “An outraged 

or delighted customer feels far less ambivalent. An outraged customer will almost 

certainly defect, and is likely to become what Jones and Sasser call a "terrorist". That 

is, Negative experiences motivate them to tell others. Consider a customer who, after 

reserving a car, arrives in town with his or her family to start a vacation and discovers 

that the rental agency has no car available. This outraged customer will likely become 

a terrorist telling an emotionally charged story that is exaggerated with each 

retelling!” (Schneider & Bowen, 1999). Thus, the less satisfied we are, the more we 
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are likely to transmit negative WOM (Söderlund, 1998). By contrast, in high levels of 

satisfaction the customer will be delighted. “A delighted customer is likely to become 

a loyal ‘apostle’ for the firm's good service deeds. Having experienced the firm's 

superior service, an apostle has faith in the firm and will spread the good word 

through unsolicited advocacy” (Schneider & Bowen, 1999). That is, the more 

satisfied we are the more we are likely to transmit positive WOM (Söderlund, 1998). 

The challenge for managers of businesses is to reduce the number of terrorists and 

create apostles, which requires mastering the factors that promote customer delight 

and avert customer outrage “(Schneider & Bowen, 1999). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                             Figure 2. 2- (dis)satisfaction motivating customer 
Defction/retention and (P/N) WOM 

 As is apparent from figure 2.2, the more satisfied a customer is the more loyal 

he/she will be. However, loyalty comes in three forms and these include: pure 

loyalty, latent loyalty, and spurious loyalty (Dick and Basu, 1994). Figure 2.2 is 

referring to pure and latent loyalty. Pure loyalty is patronizing a company often, 

as well as thinking highly of it. This is kind of loyalty that most people associate 

with the term. Latent loyalty is when a customer has a low repeat patronage but 

thinks highly of the organization (Colgate et al, 2001). The third type of loyalty is 
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spurious loyalty. It should be noticed that this kind of loyalty is an exception to 

figure 2.2.               

 2.1.2.2.1- Spurious loyalty: 

Spurious loyalty occurs when a customer has a high repeat patronage but a 

relatively low attitude to the company (Colgate et al, 2001). Hirschman (1970) 

captures this notion in the definition of loyalty - it is remaining with a company 

despite dissatisfaction.  

Colgate et al. (2001), has provided the literature regarding spurious loyalty in 

his study. He says: “Customers may stay with an organization even if they are 

dissatisfied because they perceive they have no choice (Hocutt et al., 1997; Holmlund 

and Kock, 1996; Mittal and Lassar, 1998; Zeithaml et al., 1996). Hence, a loyal 

customer may not necessarily be a satisfied customer. The findings from the study 

conducted by Levesque and McDougall (1993, p. 52) suggested that, ``even when a 

problem is not solved, approximately half of the respondents would remain with the 

firm. This may be due to switching costs, lack of perceived differentiation of 

alternatives, locational constraints on choice, time or money constraints, habit or 

inertia (Bitner, 1990; Ennew and Binks, 1996). Hirschman (1970) also proposes the 

idea that dissatisfied customers may choose to remain with a service provider in the 

belief that the likelihood of an improvement outweighs the cost of searching for 

another Supplier.”  

Loyalty is one of the responses a customer has to problems that dissatisfy 

them (i.e. service failure), the literature suggests. However, we should not believe that 

loyalty is one-dimensional. Customers may stay with a service provider because they 

have a high opinion of them and see the dissatisfying situation (i.e. service failure) as 

an aberration. Customers may also stay after a service failure because they are 

spuriously loyal. That is, they feel trapped, are apathetic or there are no alternatives 

so they do not leave (M. Colgate, M. Norris, 2001). Initially, the choice by a 

spuriously loyal customer to remain with a service provider does not immediately 
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threaten profits, but with continued dissatisfaction, they may spread negative word of 

mouth or exit (Hirschman, 1970).  

2.1.3- Defensive marketing: service in online shops 

Since goods are turning into commodities, service –satisfactorily provided 

services- turns to be the most promising means of encouraging customer retention 

(Roland T. Rust, Tuck Siong, 2004). E-services are of comprehensive meaning which 

include both pre- and post website service aspects, which faccilitates efficient and 

effective shopping, purchasing and delivering (Zeithaml, 2002).  

Excellence of online customer services is the most important factor in online 

customer satisfaction, (Yooncheong Cho,R. Hiltz,J. Fjermestad,2002). If the service 

quality is repeated for the customer at the transactional level, then satisfaction will 

turn into retention (B. Keating, R. Rugimbana & A.Quazi, 2003).  

However, services are inherently variable in how they are conducted, thus the 

occurrences of problems are to be expected (Hart et al., 1990, p. 255). A term that is 

used synonymously for a problem that a customer has with a service is ``service 

failure’’ (Spreng et al., 1995). Service failure leads into customer dissatisfaction, 

which in turn leads into customer defection and negative WOM.  

2.1.4- Service failure 

No service system is perfect, mistakes do happen, when they do, it is referred 

to as service failures (carnage, 2004). From a customer perspective, a service failure 

is any situation where something has gone wrong, irrespective of responsibility 

(Kelley and Davis, 1994). Service failure can be explained by disconfirmation theory, 

as happening when a gap between marketing activities and operations, appears. The 

former shapes customer’s expectations and the latter forms the service delivery 

system. This gap concludes into customer’s dissatisfaction (Boschhoff, 1997; Ahmad 

S., 2002; Hays & Hill, 1999), See figure 2. 1. 
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Service failures may vary in gravity from being something serious, such as a 

food poisoning incident, to something trivial, such as a short delay (Kelley and Davis, 

1994). Furthermore based on the general nature of service failure, literature has 

produced many typologies of them (Bitner et al., 1990; Gronroos, 1990). Service 

failure can also vary across dimensions of time, severity, and frequency (Adrian 

Palmer, Rosalind Beggs, 2000). 

Table 2.1- An analysis of online customer complaint 
Criteria for causes of complaints Explanation (%) 
Product 
factor 

Product Failure Requires product exchange 
 or refund, etc. 

10.6% 

Technology 
factor 

Performance of the system Speed, links to other pages, other issues 
 related to website, etc. 

4.5% 

Information failure Failure of information quality, bad structure 
 of information, content does not specify  
where to get after-sales service, etc. 

7.1% 

Product unavailability Possibility of product accessories, 
 geographical availability, etc. 

2.6% 

 
 

Information 
factor 

Cost/benefit passed on the 
client 

Problems with price differences compared 
to other vendors, buyer’s expectation on 
reduced costs, etc. 

3% 

Adjustability of customer 
profile 

Inability to adjust customer profiles such as 
personal information, payment information, 
etc. 

4.4% 

Interactive integration of 
business rules 

Failure of general terms and conditions, 
Guarantees, possibilities for returning 
products, etc. 

11.1% 

 
 
Agreement 
Factor 

Contact possibilities with 
seller 

Problems arise with vendor, e.g., help desk 
during order process, late feedback response 
time, etc. 

17.3% 

Tracking & tracing issues Customer dissatisfaction with unspecified 
information about such issues as tracking 
orders, etc. 

7.9% 

Delivery issues Late time, no delivery, delivery of damaged 
products, etc. 

10.9% 

 integration of generic service Payments, billings, electronic contracting, 
shopping carts, etc. 

10.1% 

 
 
Settlement 
factor 

Inconvenient after- sale 
support 

Problems with after-sales services (e.g., 
feedback form, guarantee form, etc.) 

10.5% 

                  Source:Yooncheong Cho Roxanne Hiltz and Jerry Fjermestad (2002) 
 

Very few studies have focused on the type of problems that online customers 

may confront. Yooncheong Cho Roxanne Hiltz and Jerry Fjermestad (2002) have 

conducted their study partly, on this issue. They have gathered online customer 

complaints information (see table 2.1) and then showed that online customer 
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dissatisfaction results from unmet expectations about a product, technology issue; 

and/or Web assessment factors (information factors, settlement factors, agreement 

factors)- See figure 2.3. They further described that during the information phase, 

customers collect information on potential products or services, look for suppliers, 

and inquire about prices and conditions. In the agreement phase, a firm link is 

established between the seller and customer, and the details of a contract (e.g., 

product specifications, payment, and delivery) are negotiated. Product or service 

delivery occurs during the settlement phase (Schubert, P. and Selz, 1999).                             

   Causes of Online Customer  
               Complaints 
            Complaints 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig2.3- causes of online customer dissatisfaction 

Customers may not exit (e.g. defect) after confronting service failure because 

they have a high opinion of the service provider and see the service failure as an 

aberration. Another cause of staying with the service provider might be that they feel 

trapped since there are no alternatives (Colgate et al., 2001)-refer to section 2.1.2.2.1. 

Fornell et al. (1987) claims that level of complaints is greater in markets with more 

monopoly power because of less opportunity to exit.  

However, normally most of the defections are caused by service failures as is 

presented in critical incidence method by Bitner et al. (1990). The study of Keaveny 

(1995) has also introduced service failure as a major cause of customer, as he 

introduces the eight major causes of customer defection in service industries out of 

Expectations of Product 

Expectations of Technology 

       Web Assessment factors: 

Expectation of information factors 

Expectation of the settlement factors 

Expectation of the agreement factors 

 Online 
Customer 

Complaints

Source: Yooncheong et al. 2002 

Disconfirmation
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which three are related to service failures.  Ahmad (2002) reports a negative 

relationship between service failure occurrence and customer retention or/and 

positive WOM in online shopping industry, as well. Service failure concludes into 

negative word of mouth behavior (Bailey, 1994; Mattila, 2001), which leads into 

defection of other customers or potential customers, as well. Studies indicated that 

upset and dissatisfied customers might tell 10 to 20 people about their bad experience 

with the service company (Singh, 1990). No Need to say that this number is much 

more in online environment. 

2.1.5- Service satisfaction framework 

Considering service failure as an inseparable part of service delivery and 

knowing it as a major cause of customer defection of service industry, much attempt 

has been made to find ways to keep/recover customers from these kinds of 

dissatisfactions and resulting defections in the literature. Mainly two type of strategic 

opportunities have been introduced in the literature (Rust et al., 1992; Hay and Hill, 

1998; Cranage, 2004; Boschoff, 1997; Johnston, 1994), which help service providers 

regarding this concern: (a) Service failure avoidance (Doing things right the first 

time):  First kind of strategy is to reduce the number of problems, which occur in the 

first place. (b) Service recovery (Doing things very right the second time): Since 

service failures are not completely avoidable, having the second strategy in place, as 

well, is of much importance. Successful service recovery activities may turn angry 

frustrated customers to satisfied ones, however poor service recoveries seem to 

aggravate the dissatisfaction with the initial service failure (Cranage, 2004) 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                            

Not  
Recovered

Complains

 Failure, complaint, 
Recovery

Failure, no 
Complaint

Dissatisfied 
(Service failure) 

 Existing 
Customers 

 Satisfied 
(no service failure) 

Recovered

 Does  not 
Complain

 Service success 
(No service failure)

 Failure, complaint, 
 no recovery

Satisfied 

 Dissatisfied 

Fig 2.4- Customer satisfaction Framework 

Source: Hays and Hill 1999 
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The service satisfaction framework presented in figure 2.4 has been 

introduced by Hays and Hills (1999) and is very similar to “problem Impact Tree” 

(see Fig 2.5) found in Rust, Subramanian and Wells (1992). This simple graphical 

model illustrates two above-mentioned strategies. Indeed, just two paths are ending to 

customer satisfaction, each of which indicating one of those strategies. One path 

denotes those customers who did not met service failures, consequently felt satisfied 

with services. The other path, the second branch denotes those customers that have 

experienced a service failure and got dissatisfied, but ultimately have been turned into 

satisfied customers, through the successful service recovery implementation of 

service provider.                         

          

                                              

                                   

A thorough investigation of the literature reveals that research into the service 

failure and subsequent service recovery process has reached a relatively sophisticated 

level (Boshoff and Leong, 1998; Tax et al., 1998). Hoffman et al. (2000) introduces 

the articles pertaining to service failure-recovery issues, which have been produced in 

the last decade as following: “ types of service failures across industries (Bitner et al., 

1990; Gremler and Bitner, 1992); customer attributions of failures (Bitner et al., 

1994; Folkes and Kostos, 1986); customer complaining behavior (Alicke et al., 1992; 

Not resolved

Report 
Problem  

No Problem Have Problem 

Problem resolved 

Don’t Report 

All Guests 

Fig 2.5- Problem Impact Tree

Source: Rust et alt, 1992 
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Gilly et al., 1991; Hunt, 1991; Keaveney, 1995; Singh and Widing, 1991); customer 

expectations for service recovery (Kelley and Davis, 1994); types of recovery 

strategies in specific industries (Brown et al., 1996; Hoffman et al., 1995; Hoffman 

and Kelley, 1996; Johnston and Hewa, 1997; Kelley et al.,1993); recovery strategies 

in multicultural settings (Anonymous, 1995; Wee and Cheong, 1991; Watkins and 

Liu 1996); recovery evaluation (Blodgett et al., 1997; Boshoff and Leong, 1998; 

Goodwin and Ross, 1992; Smith and Bolton,1998; Sundaram et al., 1997; Tax et al., 

1998) “. Finally, we add Service failure and recovery description studied by Rust et 

al., 1992 and Ahmad, 2002 to the present list. 

Since we are up to describe the service failure and service recovery status of 

the Iranian online shops and their impact on shopper’s retention, for the very first 

time, and the whole picture is quite unknown to us, we found the Roland Rust et al 

(1992) PIT model and it’s related concepts a very good start for the literature. This 

model has two excellent characteristics. Firstly, it is quite simple. Secondly, it covers 

all of the main aspects of service recovery without getting into the proceeding details, 

so that we can gain an overall impression of service recovery and check it with the 

present situation in Iran. There are very few studies, which cover all the main 

concepts in such a simple way. Most of the studies in this area have focused and got 

into the details of some of the aspects of service failure’s and/or service recovery. 

Next, we will provide the literature regarding two strategies of service satisfaction 

based on PIT presentation (i.e. service failure avoidance and service recovery), in 

turn. 

2.1.5.1- The first strategy: Problem avoidance (get it right the first 
time) 

As long as service providers operations meet the customer’s expectations, 

they are satisfied (Boschhoff, 1997; Ahmad, 2002; Hays and Hill, 1999). Therefore, 

the most obvious strategy in dealing with service failures is to get things right the first 

time (Cranage, 2004). A few authors have identified some ways to deal with 

breakdowns. Shostack (1984 and1987) recommended blueprinting the service in 
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order to identify and remove fail-points. Schlesinger and Heskett (1991) supported 

this idea. They contended that many service failures are not “failures” but are faults 

that have been designed into the service system. They suggested that the first activity 

is to improve service design to remove the possibility of failure. 

Service providers must be proactive in planning, training, and anticipating 

customer needs and possible service failure to eliminate the most likely areas of 

service failure. A failure at any point in the service process usually destroys the 

perception of the whole experience. Historically, service companies have been 

reactive to service complaints, and usually in a piecemeal fashion. "Fixing' a failure 

after the fact (service recovery) is extremely important, and is discussed in detail later 

in this study. However, service recovery can be very costly, especially if it is not 

successful. Additionally, there is no guarantee that any service recovery strategy will 

completely offset the negative effects of a service failure and leave a fully satisfied 

customer, as here is with getting it right the first time. (Cranage, 2004) 

As is shown by Rust et al. (1992), the companies’ performance regarding this 

strategy can be tested by the “problem avoidance” parameter. This parameter is 

presented at the starting point of the two above presented diagram, which first shows 

all of the customers and then a customer may either have “no problem” or “have a 

problem”. In fact, this parameter constitutes the percent of “no problem” encounters. 

In Ahmad (2002) study, this rate is equal to 72.9% in U.S. in year 2002. This means 

72.9% of customers have not experienced any failure. The rate is 75% by Hampton 

inns (Rust et al., 1992). Rust (1992) says “If a company is performing good service 

deliveries, the “no problem” outcome should be the most common result. Such a 

result is usually good, implying that customer satisfaction and retention will be high.” 

Because of the high satisfaction of “no problem” group and considering 

theories of Schneider & Bowen (1999) and Söderlund (1998), we expect this group to 

have positive or neutral behavior in regard with retention and word of mouth. The 

findings of Ahmad (2002) are an evidence for this matter, which indicates only 1 % 

defection in “no problem” group, about 81% loyal customers and 18% neutral in their 
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retention (i.e. they are not sure to buy from that shop). Moreover, Ahmad (2002) 

reports 84% of “no problem” group either recommend (%61.7) or strongly 

recommend (22.3%) the supplier and (16%) have taken a neutral position in this 

matter. The second evidence for this matter is the study of Rust et al. (1992) which 

indicates that the customer without a problem in the first place is expected to provide 

$30 more future cash flow in the system than the one with a problem, regardless of 

whether complaints are reported or resolved, because of higher repurchase intentions. 

Further, he calculates that 95% of the customers of Hampton inns on the “no 

problem” branch intend to return, whereas an average of about 80% of the entire 

“have problem” group say they’ll come back (regardless of whether complaints are 

reported or resolved).  

2.1.5.2- The second strategy: service recovery (Doing the service 
very right the second time) 
 

Although much of the operations management literature has been concerned 

with “doing it right the first time”, there has been a movement in the last few years to 

consider “doing the service very right the second time” (Johnston, 1995). In 1985 

Berry et al, talk about service quality in two types, which implies the importance of 

implementing both kind of strategies mentioned in this study to keep customers 

satisfied. First there is the quality level at which regular service is delivered and 

second there is the quality level at which exceptions or problems are handled. In order 

to deliver good service quality they claimed both should be achieved. 

Unfortunately, things can go wrong and failure and breakdowns do occur. 

“Recovery” is a developed term in the service literature, which is concerned with 

managing an organization’s response to failures when they occur (Johnston, 1995). It 

involves those actions designed to resolve problems, alter negative attitudes of 

dissatisfied customers and to ultimately satisfy and retain these customers” (Miller et 

al., 2000, p.38)  

Johnston (1995) says: “The word ‘recovery’, in the service sense, originated 

from British Airway’s, as:  “Putting the Customer First Campaign” (Zemke and 
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Schaaf 1990). Donald Porter, the consultant involved with BA (reported in Zemke 

and Schaaf 1990), stated “It had never occurred to us in any concrete way. ‘Recovery’ 

was the term we coined to describe a very frequently repeated concern. If something 

goes wrong, as it often does, will anybody make special efforts to get it right? Will 

somebody go out of his or her way to make amends to the customer? Does anyone 

make effort to offset the negative impact of a screw-up?”  

Johnston (1995) defines service recovery as “to seek out and deal with service 

failure”.  His definition is evidence for service recovery being made up of two stages. 

The first stage, - “seek out for service failures”- is to find out about the failures that 

are happening. The second stage, - “deal with service failures”- includes company’s 

actions or responses to the known service failures.  

According to Johnston’s definition of service recovery, it turns clear that the 

right branch of PIT (Fig. 2.5) - that begins with service failure occurrence and ends to 

the problem getting resolved or not getting resolved- is an illustration of the service 

recovery, which demonstrates its both stages. Complaining fits to the first stage and 

problem resolution to the second stage. Thus, from now on, we will refer to this part 

of PIT as service recovery in our study. This part of the diagram unifies many of the 

concepts from the literature, which we will further on discuss, by stage sequence. 

Complaining as the first stage in service recovery:  “Service satisfaction 

framework” (Fig. 2.4) -quite the same as PIT (Fig.2.5)- shows that of those 

customers, who are dissatisfied, some voice their complaints and some do not. It is 

clear that those customers, who complain, help the company towards reaching the 

goal of the first stage of the service recovery, which is ”seek out” for the service 

failures. However, since the percentage of those who complain (i.e. complaint rate), is 

usually not high, much emphasize has been on increasing “complaint rate” by Fornell 

and Wernerfelt (1987) and Hirschman (1970). This increase may conclude into 

customer satisfaction and retention, as we will explain this further in part 2.1.5.2.1., 

in which, we will also explain how this rate can be increased. It is to notice that the 
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complaining parameter is an important management control parameter (Rust et al., 

1992). This parameter is called voice in figure 2.6.  

Source: Boschhoff, 1997
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Problem resolution as the second stage in service recovery:  Following the 

PIT diagram down, we can see that of those, who complain, a percentage are 

recovered and a percentage are not. The percentage of customers whose problem gets 

resolved is referred to as problem resolved rate. The increase of this rate can provide 

the firm with high customer retention and positive WOM spread, as we will discuss in 

part 2.1.5.2.2 (see figure 2.6). However, achieving this goal (i.e. increase in the rate 

of resolved problems) is not that easy. It needs a lot of planning and trainings. A huge 

amount of literature has been produced on how this goal can be achieved. We, 

however, will not get into the complexities of this matter in our literature and will just 

Figure 2.6- Service failure-recovery and customer reaction pattern 

Source: Boschhoff, 1997 
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keep to the literature regarding problem resolution parameter, which is an important 

management control parameter for improving customer retention. 

Rust, 1992 and Hays et al. 1999 both introduce complaint rate and resolved 

problem rates are key control parameters of service recovery for improving customer 

satisfaction and retention. Rust has proposed that the performance of the service 

recovery process (e.g. as part of PIT) can be measured by these parameters. He 

remarks an increase in the proportion of people who report complaints that can be 

resolved completely, as a good performance for service recovery, which improves 

customer satisfaction. Another important issue that Rust (1992) mentions in regard 

with service recovery parameters is that every industry is likely to have different 

patterns of satisfaction with service recovery parameters. Consequently, the 

parameters of service recovery process, which deserve the most attention is likely to 

vary across industries.  

Very few papers have implemented “PIT” model in their studies. Ahmad 

(2002) has done one of those few studies, in which he has used PIT to describe the 

online shop industry in US. The model, which he used in his study, covers the 

concepts of Boschhoff model (1997) in another format (see figure 2.6 for Boschhoff 

model). It is interesting to repeat his study in Iranian environment; this is what we are 

up to do in our study. Ahmad (2002) has described online shops service recovery 

performance and effectiveness-that is achieving customer retention and spread of 

positive WOM-, by using PIT parameters (see figure  2.7). He has provided a 

flowchart in which, however, four parameters have been reviewed instead of two. The 

first two that are “willingness to complain” and “ability to complain” are sub-

parameters of “complaint rate”, mentioned in PIT. The next two that are “Problem 

tried to be fixed by company” and “problem resolved to customer’s satisfaction” are 

an extention of “problem resolved” parameter, mentioned in PIT.  

Next, we will provide the literature regarding the main two parameters of 

service recovery, in two parts (i.e. complaining rate, problem resolution rate) and talk 

about their importance. Then in each part, we will further provide the literature 
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related to the sub-parameters introduced by Ahmad (2002) and explain why they are 

important, particularly in online environments. We will perform this task by 

combining Ahmad’s view with relevant literature produced by others. 
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Figure 2.7- Online shopping flowchart     

 
 
2.1.5.2.1) Complaining rate (Voice) 

Customer's dissatisfaction (i.e. service failure's consequence) can conclude in 

to two active negative responses; Voice and exit (Hirschman, 1970). “Exit” (i.e. 

customer defection) is defined as "the voluntary termination of an exchange 

relationship" (Singh, 1990, p. 2). Customer exit is important because it can cost the 

seller a great deal of revenue through decreased income from the customer’s future 

revenue, higher costs in attracting new customers, loss of free advertising through 

word of mouth (Colgate et al, 2001). 

"Voice" is complaining to the service provider, complaining to acquaintances 

(e.g. negative word of mouth), or complaining to third parties in order to help seek 

redress. Any problem a customer has with their service provider will arouse some 

emotion whether they complain about it to the provider or not (M. Colgate, M. 
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Norris, 2001). Several factors influence consumer’s intention to complain about a bad 

service experience. As noted by the SOCAP/TARP (1995) study, the type of product 

influences the tendency to complain. In addition, as the cost and social involvement 

of the purchase rises, so does the propensity to complain. Other researchers have 

found that following variables are also related to complaint behavior (see Lovelock et 

al., 2001; Craig-Lees et al., 1995; Granbois, 1993; Zemkeand Schaaf, 1989) : (a) 

Level of dissatisfaction felt, annoyance, or ‘victimization’; (b) Cost of complaining 

(financially and psychologically); (c) Benefits of complaining; (d) Likelihood of 

resolution; (e) Availability of resources (for making a complaint); (f) Access (to a 

means of registering a complaint); (g) Attribution of blame (who is to blame); and (h) 

Demographics, structural bonds, power bases, social norms”(McCole P., 2004). 

The major actions that customers may take after experiencing dissatisfaction 

are categorized as below: 

1)  Do nothing, but the service provider's reputation is diminished in the 
customer's eyes and they will consider defecting if it occurs again. 
2)   Complain in some form to the service organization; 
3)   Take some kind of overt action with a third party; and 
4)  Defect and simply not patronize the firm again, and tell other people, thus 
engaging in negative word of mouth behavior. (McCole P., 2004)  
 

The best action for the firm that a customer may take in response to the 

service failure is the second kind of action "Complain in some form to the service 

organization". This is because of the fact that customers who experience a service 

failure cannot be recovered/restored to a good relationship with the firm until the firm 

is not aware of the service failure. Subsequently, customers who are not recovered are 

more likely to "defect" (switch to the competition) and "infect" other customers and 

potential customers with bad reports that negatively influence future market share 

(Hays and Hill, 1999).  

Unfortunately, many customers do not bother to report (Rust, 1992). Several 

studies show that only minority of dissatisfied customers complain (Andreasen et al, 

1977; Brown, 1987). “TARP, 1986 reports that as many as 70 percent of consumers 
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who experience problems do not lodge complaints” (Harrison-walker, 2001). Rust 

(1992) reported 50% as the rate of those who do not complain in Hampton Inns. In 

addition, Fornell et al. (1987) says that level of voice is greater in markets with more 

monopoly power because of less opportunity to exit. 

In the light of the above remarks, it is clear that attempt should be made to 

increase complaint rate. Fornell & Wernerfelt (1987) show that the increase of 

customer complaints helps the firm to improve customer satisfaction, recover "at risk" 

customers and provide the firm with more customer retention; It should be noticed 

that this is conditioned to the existence of an effective problem resolution process, 

which is able to resolve most of the complained problems satisfactorily (fig 2.8). This 

is particularly important when firm faces more competitors. (Fornell et al, 1987). Rust 

(1992) describe the impact of “complaint rate parameter on customer retention in the 

Hampton Inns hotel as 80% repurchase intention rate in "don't report customers" in 

compare to 90% for the “problem resolved” group. 
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Figure 2.8- The effect of complaint management 
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Service recovery can increase the complaint rate via two kinds of strategies: 

encouraging complaints and facilitating complaining process. How well each of these 

strategies is implemented could be measured by: “willingness to complain” and “ 

ability to complain/contact”, which have been reported equal to 27% and 91.4%, in 

turn, in online shops in US in 2002 (Ahmad,2002). 

Willingness to complain: In order to increase complaint rate, the customer 

should be encouraged to voice his/her complaint. Different methods have been 

suggested for voice encouragements. For instance, Ahmad (2002) introduces service 

guaranties as a solution and Rust (1992) suggests lobby signs and tent cards in hotels 

and its rooms. In fact, the parameter of “willingness to complain”- the percentage of 

those customers who were willing to voice their problems to the firm- can reveal how 

encouraged customers are to complain. Encouraging complaints increases the 

complaint rate, which drives customer satisfaction and retention (fornell and wernfelt, 

1987); yet, there is a limitation to this rule, which is implied by Rust et al. (1992) and 

Fornel et.al. (1987). That is, the existence of an effective problem resolution process. 

Interestingly, Ahmad (2002) reports this rate as 100% in online shops in US in 2002. 

Being able to complain/ contact:  Due to the different nature of offline and 

online environments, this parameter is of special importance in online environment. 

This parameter represents how many of those who wanted to complain were able to 

contact the firm. “In a traditional business transaction (offline), a buyer interacts with 

a seller. In the event of service failure, the seller can quickly take necessary measures 

for service recovery. However, during online shopping, a buyer interacts with a 

mediating environment that may not detect service failure” (Ahmad, 2002). 

Furthermore, Ahmad (2002) found that most preferred mode of communication in 

online environment is e-mail unless a customer encounters a problem. Customers 

mostly prefer to use telephone to report service failures. He further found that 90% of 

those, who were willing to complain, were able to contact the online shops. In 

addition, Ahmad’s study (2002) found that lack of communication modes or even 

desired communication modes has concluded to customer outrage (e.g. defection and 

bad word of mouth- see section 2.1.2.2). He reports that all of the customers, who 
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were not able to contact the online shop, were defected and engaged in transmitting 

negative WOM. Therefore, Ahmad argues that the ability to contact an online shop 

after a service failure is occurred is necessary but not sufficient to win back 

customers. In the view of the above remarks and as is suggested by some researchers 

such as McCole (2004), the very least an organization should do is to provide buyers 

with easy and hassle free complaint filling system. This system should include variety 

of communication modes to voice the concerns quickly and easily. However, that 

system in itself is not enough to keep customer retention. 

2.1.5.2.2- Problem Resolution rate: 

The ultimate goal of service recovery is recovering and maintaining customer 

satisfaction. Once complaints are heard, the second stage of service recovery should 

be invoked to respond to the complainant and resolve the problem. How well this 

process is managed, strongly influences customer’s state of satisfaction and loyalty 

(Rust et. al., 1992), as we see from the following literature. 

If problems are solved satisfactorily, most dissatisfied customers will do 

business again (Adamson, 1991; Brown, 1987; Halstead and Page, 1992; Singh and 

Widing, 1981) and spread positive word of mouth (Lewis et. al, 2004).  It has also 

been suggested that, through a phenomenon called the “service recovery paradox” 

(Hart et al., 1990; Michel, 2001), a successful service recovery can even result in 

higher customer satisfaction and loyalty than if no service failure had occurred.  

However, Poor responses or lack of responses of service recovery aggravate 

the dissatisfaction with the initial service failure (Cranage, 2004). The more negative a 

customer’s perception of responsiveness to customer complaints, the more likely that 

individual is to engage in negative word-of-mouth (Blodgett, Wakefield, & Barnes, 

1995) and/or exit (Singh, 1990). Unfortunately, despite the critical importance of 

service recovery responses in customer retention, Hart, Heskett and Sasser (1990) 

claimed that over half of business responses to complaints actually strengthened 

customer’s negative feelings towards the organization. 
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The impact of “problem resolution” parameter on customer’s satisfaction has 

been described by Rust et al. (1992), in Hampton Inns hotel. According to his study, 

satisfaction among customers with problems falls from 90% for the “problem 

resolved” group (i.e. recovered customers) to 50 % when the problem is not resolved. 

He further reports that customer satisfaction in the “problem resolved” group is 

almost as high as among “no problem” customers.  

Ahmad (2002) has captured the “problem resolution” parameter by two sub-

parameters, which are “trying to solve the complaint” and “resolved problems”, 

which are reported equal to 93.8% and 70%, in turn, in online shops in U.S. in year 

2002. Ahmad (2002) explains in this regard, “customers will probably not be satisfied 

if their problems are not resolved, yet, they will be outraged if the service 

representative does not attempt to solve their problems”.  Actually, these two 

parameters help us to distinguish between those service recoveries that were not quite 

successful (i.e. “not resolved”) with those that were quite poor (i.e. “denial/no 

effort”). 

“Trying to solve lodged complaint” – response: Once the complaints are 

heard, representatives should activate the recovery process. Yet, literature reveals that 

many representatives not only don’t try to solve the problems but deny their existence 

or bring some unacceptable excuses. Such responses, of course, result in customer 

dissatisfaction and defection. This is clearly shown in Boschhoff model (See figure 

2.6). Many parts of the literature reveal the above-mentioned facts, as well. For 

instance, Zemke and Schaff (1990) criticized service managers for not accepting and 

recognizing this. ‘A blind spot in many service delivery systems is that they fail even 

to anticipate that something can go wrong. In production management, allowance is 

made for breakage, spoilage, and duds that simply do not meet the specs’. They 

claimed that goods manufacturers have (usually) systems in place to find, remove, 

and modify such items, either in the factory or through support and repair facilities in 

the field. ‘Service systems’ they claimed ‘on the other hand are managed as though 

anything other than perfection is inconceivable’ “. Moreover, Cranage, 2004, also, 

says that service providers do not like to hear about bad things. Hoffman et al. (2000) 
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confirms this, as he says: “Studies have indicated that, despite the customer's 

willingness to allow offending firms to recover from their mistakes, many firms 

apparently simply choose not to respond at all to customer complaints”. Tax and 

Brown, 1998 also suggest that few service firms learn from their mistakes and 

problems. In addition, Bitner, Booms and Tetreault (1990) found that 42.9 per cent of 

dissatisfying encounters were the result of employees’ unwillingness to respond to a 

service failure. Jelassi and Enders (2005) root this problem to managers who are 

mostly graduated of the right-answer schools and are oblivious to the value of failure. 

Obviously, the result of bad response or lack of responses to reported 

complaints is catastrophic. Boschhoff has shown that denial results in negative WOM 

and loss of customer (fig. 2.6). Ahmad has tested denial and its impact on customers as 

“efforts to solve complaints” parameter; -that constitutes the percentage of those logged 

complaints that firm representative tried to solve them. He found that 6.3 % of the 

complaining customers experienced representative’s unwillingness to fixing their 

problems. He further reports that all of the customers in this study, with such an 

experience indicated not using those e-commerce sites again besides, strongly 

discouraging their friends from using the sites as well. Consequently, he claims that the 

efforts by the service representative to fix the problem are necessary because otherwise 

the customer will be outraged (i.e. defected and spread damaging word of mouth -see 

section 2.1.2) .How ever, making efforts to fix the problem is not sufficient to win back 

customers. For winning them back, customer’s problem need to be resolved to their 

satisfaction. (Ahmad 2002). 

Resolved problems:  Effective service recovery can restore the customer to a 

satisfied or delighted state (Johnston, 1999). Consequently, based on the theories of 

section 2.1.2.2 we expect the customers of this group to have a neutral or positive 

WOM and retention behavior. In addition, researchers have reported the successful 

service recovery to result in positive WOM and repeat purchases (Bitner et al. 1990; 

Spreng et al, 1995; Boshhoff, 1997). Ahmad (2002), reports that all of the customers 

whose problems were solved satisfactorily either would consider (61.9%) or might 

consider (38.1%) the online shop for future purchase. Furthermore, 71.5% of them 
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will recommend (42.9%) and strongly recommend (28.6%) the online shop or take a 

neutral position (28.5%), in regards with WOM.  

Yet, not every service recovery process is effective. That is, even if the service 

provider acknowledges service failures and decides to provide redress, he/she may 

not be able to solve the problem, completely. Boschhoff (1997) identifies the 

consequences of acknowledgement both as dissatisfied or satisfied customers. In fact, 

there are many options available for the service recovery process. Boschhoff model 

depicts that the right combination of service recovery options is the identifier of 

satisfaction, retention, and WOM behavior. If this combination is not right and the 

problem is not solved, the customer will not be satisfied. Similarly, Ahmad (2002) 

reports 100% lost customers if the problem has not been resolved despite 

representatives' efforts. 

According to Ahmad (2002), online shops were not able to solve 30% of the 

problems, despite their efforts in this regard. Many issues should be taken into 

consideration in order to recover customers effectively. Many studies have been 

conducted regarding managerial subjects of the entire service recovery process. A 

thorough investigation of the literature reveals that research into the service recovery 

process has reached a relatively sophisticated level (Boshoff and Leong, 1998; Tax et 

al., 1998). Next, we point to the basic concepts of service recovery processes, in brief, 

just to give an understanding to the reader about this matter. 

Two important theoretical paradigms are prevalent in service recovery 

research (McCole, 2004). The first is disconfirmation theory, which takes into 

account the difference between expectations and perceptions (see section 2.1.2.1). 

The second is equity theory.  

  Equity Theory 
 

Customer’s evaluation of service recovery efforts is explained through equity 

theory (Adams, 1963). Equity theory is relevant to situations where an exchange takes 

place. It weighs the inputs (e.g. sacrifices and investments made by consumers) 
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against outputs received (e.g. rewards, customer satisfaction, etc.), and compares 

these inputs and outputs with those of others, experiencing similar situations 

(Greenberg, 1990). Actually, the service failure and the recovery can be viewed as an 

exchange. In this context, customers weigh their inputs against their outputs when 

forming recovery evaluations. Inputs could be described by the costs associated with 

the service failure including economic, time, energy, and psychic (cognitive) costs. 

The sum of the inputs is compared to the sum of the outputs, which includes the 

specific recovery tactic (e.g. cash refund, apology, replacement, etc.), the manner of 

personnel, the service policies developed to handle such situations, and the image 

associated with responsive organizations (Kotler, 1997).  

Obviously, service recovery can be viewed as a sequence of events in which a 

procedure, beginning with communicating the complaint, generates a process of 

interaction through which a decision and outcome occurs. Furthermore the literature 

of service encounter and quality stress three elements of “ interpersonal treatment, 

Process elements and benefits/outcomes” as core components of service evaluation  

(McCole, 2004) 

Equity theory literature identifies “justice” as an appropriate comparative 

framework to assess inputs versus outputs in an organization-customer exchange. 

Justice is defined in three episodes based on the three core components of service 

evaluation: 

1) Outcomes such as apologies and compensation– distributive   justice; 
2) Speed and ease of recovery procedures –procedural justice; and  
3) Treatment during the service recovery interaction with employees – 
interactional   justice  (Cranage, 2004) 

Justice literature suggests that each component is subject to a fairness 

consideration. Taking each of these components separately into consideration, leads 

the firm to ascertain whether the whole recovery strategy was fair or just. Tax et al. 

(1998), have provided an overview of justice episodes and its important principles in 

each part, which is presented in table 2.2. 
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                Table2. 2-Definition of justice elements and associated principles 
    
 

 

Principles of distributive justice 
Equity provision of outcomes proportional to 

inputs to an exchange 
Equality                     
  

Equal outcomes regardless of 
contributions to an exchange                   

Need Outcome based on requirements 
regardless of contributions 

Principles of procedural justice 
Process  

 
Freedom to communicate views on a 
decision process 

Decision control   Freedom to which a person is free to 
accept or reject a decision 
Outcome 

Accessibility                                   Ease of engaging a process 
Timing/speed                perceived amount of time taken to 

complete a procedure 
Flexibility   Adaptability of procedures to reflect 

individual circumstances 
Principles of interactional justice  
Explanation/causal  account                         Provision of reason for failure 
Honesty Perceived veracity of information 

provided 
Politeness Well mannered, courteous behavior 
Effort Amount of positive energy put into 

resolving a problem 
Empathy Provision of caring individual attention 

 
 

It is quite important to notice that the three justices together explain a high 

percentage of customer satisfaction after the service recovery (Smith et al., 1999). 

However, it is apparent from the above remarks that recovering a customer in an 

effective manner involves with some managerial complexities. “Organizations need 

to apply a planned process for service recovery. They need to design appropriate 

Source: Tax et al, 1998 
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responses to failure, linked to the cost and the inconvenience caused by the failure to 

the customer that will meet the needs and expectations of the customer. Such 

recovery processes need to be carried out either by empowered front-line staff or 

trained personnel who are available to deal with recovery in a way that does not 

interfere with day-to-day service activities” (Johnston, 1995). “From a management 

perspective, it is suggested that service recovery strategies need to be multi-layered, 

with different levels of response aimed at different levels of dissatisfaction. 

Recognizing the degree of dissatisfaction, however, is an important precursor. Also 

the outcome required, a satisfied or a delighted customer, needs to be in line with the 

intentions of the organization and weighed against the costs of various recovery 

elements, particularly the provision of compensation” (Johnston et al, 1999). 

Despite the large amount of efforts that are needed for implementing a 

successful service recovery, it has significant benefits. It has positive impact on word 

of mouth, enhanced satisfaction, repeat purchase behavior, loyalty, and profit 

(Boschoff, 1997). As a result, taken in conjunction with reports which estimate that 

the cost of obtaining a new customer is five times greater than servicing an existing 

one (Peters, 1988), the importance of providing quality service cannot be over 

emphasized. 

2.2. Theoretical framework 

In this part, we will discuss and develop the research questions of our study 

based on the problem area and useful theories, which have been discussed in part 2.1 

(i.e. literature review). 

2.2.1 – Research questions and related literature 

 This paragraph briefly summarizes the concepts of all the previous parts: As 

discussed in chapter one, retaining the existing customers particularly in B2C E-

commerce is of crucial importance. One of the main obstacles for customer retention 

is service failure, which concludes into defection and negative WOM. There are some 

implications on how firms can avoid service failure occurrences; however, they are 
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inevitable from time to time. Thus, service recovery is the second strategy, which 

tries to disinfect the negative impact of service failures on customers. Yet, based on 

whether service recovery is implemented effectively or poorly, it may satisfy the 

customers and retain them or aggravate their dissatisfaction and defect them. To put it 

differently, the four before-mentioned service recovery elements beside each other 

are helpful to apply an effective service recovery, which aims at retaining the 

customer and making good WOM. If one or some of the elements fail, the customer’s 

dissatisfaction may be aggravated or at least not changed into satisfaction and this 

will result in defection and negative WOM.  

We have not found any researches, in the field of service failure and recovery, 

in Iran and especially not in its online shop’s environment. Thus, considering the 

newness of online shopping industry in Iran and the great emphasize of literature on 

the impact of service failure- recovery on customer retention and WOM, it is of 

crucial importance to study about them in online shops in this country. Such studies 

will lead us to useful implications for this new industry. 

Actually, it is important to test the impact of service failure and recovery state 

(i.e. poor/successful) on Iranian online shoppers. Furthermore, it is interesting and 

quite useful to identify the online shops existing performance regarding service 

failure occurrence and service recovery, in Iran. Achieving the information of 

“existing situation in Iran” besides its impact on customers, can lead us to useful 

implications, because then, we have found the existing weaknesses and threats as well 

as the opportunities for retaining customers and making positive WOM. 

Subsequently, we define our Research questions as below: 

RQ1: How often does service failure happen in online shops in Iran  and what 

is the impact of service failure on customer retention & WOM 

• To answer the research question one, we have used theories, which exist in 
sections 2.1.4 to 2.1.5.2. According to Kelley and Davis (1994) & Cranage 
(2004) we will look for service failures as the problems that customers face 
with. 
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• In regard with the frequency of service failure occurrence, we consider the 
theory of Rust (1992), which says a company is performing a good service 
delivery if “no problem” outcome is the most common result. Furthermore, 
Cranage (2004) emphasizes on “problem avoidance” (i.e. avoiding service 
failures as much as possible), as the most obvious strategy for improved 
service deliveries. 

 
• Next to answer about the impact of service failure on customer retention 

and WOM, we looked at the following authors, all of which agree upon 
“customer defection and negative WOM as a consequence of service 
failures”: Rust (1992); Ahmad (2002); Keaveney (1995); Bailey (1994) 
and Mattila (2001) 

 

RQ2: What is the impact of different states of service recovery on customer 

retention and WOM in online shops and what is the online shops performance in 

regard with service recovery? 

To make a picture of service recovery we have choused Johnsson (1995) 

definition of service recovery and combined it with PIT model cited by Rust (1992). 

This combination, led us to divide service recovery into two parts of “complaining 

process” and “ problem resolution process”. The reason why we used PIT model and 

how this combination has been done have been described at the end of introduction of 

part 2.1.5 and in section 2.1.5.2. Then according to the study of Ahmad (2002) we 

have divided complaining into “willingness” and “contact ability” and problem 

resolution into “effort” and “outcome”.  To answer the research question two we have 

considered theories, which were somehow related to these four elements in service 

recovery. The theories that are used next exist in sections 2.1.5.2.1 and 2.1.5.2.2.  

I) In regard with the impact of different states of service recovery on customer 

retention and WOM we will look at the theories presented below: 

• According to Cranage (2004), Blodgett et al (1995), Singh (1990) and Rust              
(1992) poor responses or lack of responses of service recovery aggravates 
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the dissatisfaction with the initial service failure and leads into negative 
WOM and defection.  

 
Service recovery: (willingness to complain): Fornel and Wernfelt 
(1987) show that the increase of customer complaints helps the firm 
to improve customer retention, if those complaints are solved 
completely by the service recovery process. Furthermore, according 
to McCole et al, 2004 many of the customers who do not complain 
about the failures, have negative repurchase intentions and make 
negative WOM. 
 

Service recovery: (ability to complain): Ahmad (2002) claims 
that existence of communication modes is a necessity for customer 
satisfaction but not enough to win them back because the lack of 
communication modes has outraged all of those customers who 
wanted to complain (i.e. defected and spread negative WOM). This 
is also an affirmation of the theories provided by Cranage, 2004; 
Blodgett et al., 1995 and Singh 1990, which talk about the 
consequences of poor service recovery.  

 
Service recovery :( making efforts to solve complain):  Ahmad 
2002, claims that the attempts for solving complaints is a necessity 
for customer satisfaction, but is not enough to win the customer 
back because all of those customers, who confronted unwillingness 
of representative to solve their problem, turned into outraged 
customers (i.e. defected and spread negative WOM). Boschhoff 
(1997) has also illustrated defection and negative WOM as 
consequences of denial and unwillingness to provide customers 
with redress. This is also an affirmation of the theories provided by 
Cranage, 2004; Blodgett et al., 1995 and Singh 1990, which talk 
about the consequences of poor service recovery.  

 

• Ahmad (2002), Rust (1992), Boschhoff(1997- in provided model) and Hays 
et al (1999) have implied that satisfaction, retention and positive WOM are 
very low in “problem not resolved group (i.e. efforts were made but problem 
was not resolved completely), whilst most of the customers in “problem 
resolved group” are mostly satisfied, retained and involved in positive 
WOM. Furthermore,  Johnston (1999), Bitner (1990) and Spreng et al 
(1995) have all stated that effective service recovery has positive impact on 
customer retention and WOM 

II) In regard with service recovery performance, we looked at following theories: 
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• Rust et al (1992) and Hays et al (1999) both know complaint rate and 
problem resolved rate as key control parameters for managers to improve 
customer satisfaction. Rust remarks the high rates of these parameters as a 
good performance for the firm, only if these parameters are both high at the 
same time. 

 

• Rust 1992; Andreasen & best (1977); Brown (1987) all report that minority 
of dissatisfied customers do bother to complain. Ahmad (2002) reports a 
100% rate for “willingness to complain” and 91.4% for “being able to 
contact”, which means a 91.4% complaint rate for online shops in US, and 
Rust (1992) reports 50% for this rate in Hampton Inns hotels. Fornell et al. 
(1987) say that level of voice is greater in markets with more monopoly 
power.   

 

• Tax  & Brown (1998), Hoffman et al (2000) & Bitner et al. (1990) all 
somehow indicate that only few firms try to learn out of their mistakes and 
many of them are unwilling to respond to complaints. Hart et al (1990) say 
that over half of the business responses aggravate the previous 
dissatisfaction.  

 

• Ahmad (2002) has reported that 30% of the problems were not completely 
resolved despite the service representative’s effort in this regard. 
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Chapter 3 
Methodology 
 
3. Methodology 
 
In this chapter, the procedure of the research will be presented. The method of how 
the thesis is created will be described. In order to do this there are a series of steps, 
to be followed, while at the same time using validity and reliability criteria to assure 
that the study fulfils certain standards (Foster, 1998). These steps are showed in 
figure 3.1. 
 
 
 
 
 

          
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.1- Research Purpose 

There are many ways to carry out research. Most types of research can be 

classified according to how much the researcher knows about the problem before 

starting the investigation. According to Yin (1994), there are three classifications of 
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Source: Foster (1998) 

Figure 3.1- Schematic Presentation of the methodology 
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research available when dealing with a research problem: exploratory, descriptive, or 

explanatory. 

Exploratory research: Exploratory research is often used when a problem is 

not well known, or the knowledge is not available. Hence, this research is designed to 

allow an investigator to just, ‘look around’ with respect to some phenomenon, with 

the aim being to develop suggestive ideas (Yin, 1994). Although this study should be 

designed by stating a purpose (yin, 1994) but it is of a flexible and adaptable nature, 

which means that researchers using it must be ready to alter their research direction as 

new data or insights arise (Saunders et al. 2000). At times researcher finds it 

impossible to formulate a basic statement of the research problem, exploratory 

research can be used to develop a better understanding. The technique that is best 

suited for information gathering when performing exploratory research is interviews 

(Yin, 1994). 

Descriptive research: Descriptive research could be in direct connection to 

exploratory research, since researchers might have started by wanting to gain insights 

to a problem, and after having stated it, their research becomes descriptive (saunders 

et al., 2000). The objective of this kind of research is to provide a description of 

various phenomenons connected to individuals, situations, or events that occur. The 

descriptive research may also be used when developing empirical generalizations. 

Once such generalizations begins to appear, they are worth explaining, which leads to 

theory development (ibid). 

Explanatory research: Explanatory research seeks to find cause/effect 

relationships between given variables. In order to accomplish that, besides having to 

come up with well-defined research problem, hypotheses need to be stated (Jonsson 

& Sanders, 2000). According to Miles and Huberman (1994) with reference to 

Bernard (1988) explanation means “making complicated things understandable by 

showing how their component parts fit together according to some rules, that is, 

theory.”  
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The purpose of this research is connected to all the above-mentioned 

purposes. Firstly, it is exploratory since very rarely studies concerning the Iranian 

online shop industry has been conducted before this one and there is not much 

knowledge available regarding this industry. Exploratory research has helped to 

define a basic research problem. Secondly, the study evolves to become descriptive as 

it strives to describe the issues asked in the research questions. Lastly, the research is 

also of an explanatory nature in the sense that a conceptualization of the theory is 

developed and used when trying to explain the results gained by drawing conclusions 

about it.  

3.2- Research Approach 

In this part, the author will present and give the reasons for the way she have 

chosen to approach this study. First, deductive versus inductive research approaches 

will be discussed and next we will look at qualitative versus quantitative researches. 

3.2.1- Deductive versus Inductive Research 

Conclusions can be drawn through either inductive or deductive research. 

These two approaches represent two different philosophies. The inductive way to 

draw conclusions is founded on empirical data. The researcher establishes theories 

and models that are based on different phenomena in reality. If the researcher on the 

other hand has a deductive approach then he/she uses existing theories, and 

investigates these empirically, with different methods. Existing theories is the base 

for deciding what information that should be selected, how it should be understood, 

and, finally, how to relate the results to the theory (Jonsson & Sanders, 2000). 

Although we came up with the research problem based on realities, but we 

have developed our research questions from the already existing theories, which we 

will later compare to the reality; therefore, our research is of deductive nature. 
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3.2.2-Qualitative and Quantitative research  
 

The research approach is often either quantitative or qualitative. The 

qualitative and quantitative methods refer to the way one chooses to treat and analyze 

the selected data. Both the qualitative and quantitative approaches are aimed at 

creating a better understanding of the society and to comprehend how the individuals, 

groups, and institutions act and have an influence on each other (Jonsson & Sanders, 

2000). Both of these approaches have their strengths and weaknesses and neither one 

of them can be held better than the other one. However, the best approach to use for a 

study depends on the purpose of the study and the accompanying research question 

(Yin, 1994). 

Eldabi et al (2002, az feedback) identified quantitative research typically has a 

'logical and linear structure'', in which hypothesis take the form of expectations about 

likely causal links between the constituent concepts identified in the hypotheses. 

Thus, the determination of the causal links specified by the hypotheses will result in 

the acceptance, or rejection of the theoretical propositions. Hence, quantitative 

research places emphasis on methodology, procedures, and statistical measures of 

validity. Quantitative research methods also rely on the measurement and analysis of 

statistical data, to determine relationships between the one set of data top another. 

The measurement of these variables may produce quantifiable conclusions. Selecting 

the subjects of the study randomly is desirable to reduce error and cancel bias. 

Moreover, the sample of subject is drawn to reflect the population (Newman & Benz, 

1998). In using this approach, a large number of respondents must be selected (Yin, 

1994). 

In a qualitative approach a fewer number of objects are studied. The purpose 

is to gain a deeper knowledge of the studied objects. The qualitative approach is used 

when the researcher wants to obtain more data that are detailed and when it includes 

feelings, values and attitudes (Yin, 1994). 
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Based on our research question, as well as the above discussion, the chosen 

approach for this research is of quantitative nature. We are up to find the performance 

in numbers and find the relationship between some parameters (i.e. service failure and 

service recovery elements) with two variables of WOM and retention, which will be 

measured and analyzed by numbers. 

3.3- Research Strategy 

According to Yin (1994), the selection of the research strategy depends on 

three conditions: the type of the research questions asked, the extent of control that a 

researcher has over actual behavioral events, and the degree of focus on 

contemporary events compared to behavioral events. Based on these conditions, 

Experiments, surveys, archival analysis, histories, and case studies are five research 

strategies that are possible to conduct. (See table 3.1) 

           Table 3.1- Relevant Situations for Different Research Strategies 

Strategy 
Form of research 

question 
Requires control 
over behavioral 

events 

Focuses on 
contemporary 

events 

Experiment How, why Yes Yes 

Survey 
Who, what, where, 

how many, how 
much 

No Yes 

Archival analysis 
Who, what, where, 

how many, how 
much 

No Yes/No 

History How, why No No 

Case study How, why No Yes 
 
Source: Yin, 1994 
 

Research questions of this study are 'what' questions, which according to table 

3.1, suggest research strategies such as survey and archival analysis. Survey and 

analysis of archival records are advantageous when the researcher goal is to describe 
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the incidence or procedure of a phenomenon and when it is to be predictive about 

certain outcomes (Yin, 1994).  

Archival analysis is based on literature reviews, and  it is a systematic, explicit 

and reproducible method for identifying, evaluating and interpreting the existing body 

of recorded work produced by researchers, scholars and practitioners (Näslund,2001). 

However, since no such literatures are available and according to the above-

mentioned options, survey is the most appropriate and suitable research strategy for 

this work. 

Survey strategy is a popular and common strategy in business research that is 

usually associated with the collection of data from a sizeable population in highly 

economical way. We seldom learn much about attitudes, opinions, expectations and 

intentions except by surveying, because survey techniques help to inquire about 

subjects that are exclusively internal to the participant. Furthermore, Information 

about past events is often available only through surveying people who remember the 

events (Cooper and Schindler, 2003). Surveys are used when the researcher involves 

collecting information from a large sample of individuals (Hair et al., 2003). Since we 

are investigating the customer perspectives -experiences regarding service failure & 

recovery and their subsequent reaction, N/P WOM and retention- in our study, survey 

is the most appropriate strategy for this study. We could have used other strategies 

like case studies, if the questions would have been answered from the companies' 

point of view instead of customer perspectives. 

3.4- Data Collection Method 

There are two major approaches to gathering information about a situation, 

person, problem, or phenomenon. Sometimes, information required is already 

available and need only to be extracted. However there are times when the 

information must be collected. Based upon these broad approaches to information 

gathering data are categorized as: Secondary data and Primary data. Secondary data 

are collected from secondary sources such as govt. publications, personal records, and 
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census. Primary data are collected through observations or communications (Cooper 

and Schindler, 2003).  

The communication approach involves surveying people and recording their 

responses for analysis, whereas observation includes the full range of monitoring 

behaviors, conditions, events, and processes (Cooper and Schindler, 2003). As 

discussed in the previous section, survey was a proper strategy for this study. Figure 

3-2 can also prove that our choice for conducting survey (i.e. communication) against 

observation is a right choice. Because on the one hand, conditions of observation do 

not fit to our study such as disguising the purpose or natural setting imperative and on 

the other hand, the conditions of communication such as wide distribution of 

respondents or desire for anonymity and need for future intentions fit to our studies 

goals. 

                                 
 
                                  

 

Natural setting imperative

Expectations needed

Past behavior needed 

Respondent needs time to answer 

Extensive amount of information need 

Sensitive material needed

Memory decay a major factor

Devices exist for accurate record 

Motivation needed

Future intentions needed

Follow-ups necessary

Limited access to respondent

Attitude/opinion information needed 

Information needed quickly
Respondents widely

Respondent has suppressed 
Anonymity needed

Only Behavioral data needed

Avoid message filtering

Unwillingness to participate
Purpose must be disguised

 O
B
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V

A
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N

 

Fig. 3.2- Selecting the data collection method 
Source: Cooper and Schindler, 2003
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Since survey is chosen for our data collection, the various means to gather 

information from individuals in a survey method will be discussed following. A 

researcher can conduct a survey by personal interview, telephone, mail, computer, or 

a combination of these. While there are commonalities among these approaches, 

several considerations are unique to each (Table 3.2). 

 

                  Personal Interviews Telephone interviews Self-Administered surveys 

Description 

People selected to be part of 
the sample are interviewed in 
person by trained interviewer 

People  selected to be  part of the 
sample are interviewed on the 
phone by a trained interviewer 

Questionnaires are: 
• Mailed, faxed, or couriered to be 

self-administered –with return 
mechanism generally included 

• Computer-delivered via internet, 
Intranet, and online services 

• People intercepted/studied via 
paper or computerized 
instrument in central location-
without interviewer assistance 

Advantages 

• Good cooperation from 
respondents 

• Interviewer can answer 
questions about survey, probe 
for answers, use follow-up 
questions and gather 
information by observation 

• Special visual aids and scoring 
devices can be used 

• Illiterate and functionally 
illiterate respondents can be 
reached 

• Interviewer can prescreen 
respondent to ensure he/she 
fits the population profile 

• CAPI-Responses can be 
entered into a portable 
microcomputer to reduce 
errors and costs 

• Lower costs than personal 
interview 

• Expanded geographic coverage 
without dramatic increase in costs 

• Uses fewer, more higher skilled 
interviewer 

• Reduces interviewer bias 
• Faster completion time 
• Better access to hard-reach-

respondents through call-backs 
• Can use computerized random 

digital dialing 
• CATI- Responses can be entered 

directly into a computer file to 
reduce error and cost 

 
 

• Allows contact with other 
inaccessible respondents 

• Incentives may be used to 
increase response rate 

• Often lowest-cost option 
• Expanded geographic coverage 

without increase in costs 
• Requires minimal staff 
• Perceived as more anonymous 
• Allows respondents time to think 

about the question 
• More complex instruments can 

be used 
• Fast access to computer literate 
• Rapid data collection 
• Respondents who cannot be 

reached by phone 
• Sample frame lists viable 

locations rather than prospective 
respondents 

• Visual may be used 

Disadvantage 

• High costs 
• Need for highly trained  

interviewers 
• Longer period needed in the 

field collection data 
• May be wide-geographic 

dispersion 
• Follow-up is labor intensive 
• Not all respondents are 

available or accessible 
• Some respondents are 

Unwilling to talk to strangers 
in their home 

• Some neighborhoods are 
difficult to visit 

• Questions may be altered or 
respondent coached by 
interviewers 

 

• Response rate is lower than for 
personal interview 

• Higher costs 
• Interview length must be limited 
• Many phone numbers are unlisted 

or not working 
• Some target groups are not 

available by phone 
• Responses may be less complete 
• Illustrations cannot be used 
 

• Low  response rate  in some 
modes 

• No Interviewer intervention 
available for probing or 
explanation 

• Cannot be long or complex 
• Accurate mailing lists needed 
• Often respondents returning 

survey represent extremes of 
population 

• Anxiety among some 
respondents 

• Directions needed for 
progression through the 
instrument 

• Computer security 
• Needed for low distraction 

environment for survey 
completion 

 Source: Cooper and Schindler, 2003 

Table 3.2- Survey Techniques 
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Based on the information of table 3.2 and considering the small population of 

online shoppers in compare to Iran’s population and the wide spread of this group all 

over Iran and further considering the time and cost limitations that we have in 

completing this thesis, the most suitable data collection method for the study, is found 

to be self-administrative surveys. Amongst the self-administered surveys, the Internet 

survey has the least cost and provides the most anonymity (Cooper & Schindler, 

2003).  

We have chosen Internet survey as our data collection tool because of three 

reasons. First, based on the nature of our questionnaire, which asks the online shopper 

if they will re-buy from the online shop in the future and whether they have spread 

(P/N) WOM, anonymity is of high importance, and Internet survey fulfills this goal. 

Second, it helps us by the cost constraints that we have. The last and the most 

important reason is that, Internet survey helps to overcome the major weakness of 

self-administered studies, which is Non-response error to some extents. Cooper & 

Schindler explain that because of the low cost of redelivery via computer for the 

respondent and the simple mechanism of return (i.e. usually the click of a mouse or a 

single keystroke), the non-response error is much less in the Internet delivered 

surveys than other kind of self-administered surveys. 

Non-response error is stated as the major weakness of self-administered 

surveys. To reduce the non-response error, survey sponsorship, cover letter, 

anonymity promises, money incentives, proper instruction, and reception of the 

survey by the right person have been identified as methods, which help regarding this 

concern (Cooper and Schindler, 2003). According to this literature, we tried our best 

to reduce this kind of error. That is, e-mails in the form of cover letters have been sent 

to the online shoppers addresses, from which they could have been linked to the 

questionnaire’s site. Thus, we have considered the right person receiving the survey. 

Furthermore, in the e-mail (i.e. Cover letter), we gave anonymity promises, and 

provided respondents with full and clear instructions in colors and have made the 

respondents’ monetary incentives as well as conveying them that their help is needed 
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to solve important problems of online shops. Moreover, we used a well-known 

sponsor for the distribution of the e-mails. That is, the e-mails have been sent from 

feedback@irpoststore.com, which seems to be a well-known brand amongst Iranian 

online shoppers. Some factors that helped the brand name might be that it is 

supporting many successful online shops such as CDkade.com, 

Shahrenarmafzar.com, Sonycard20.com and so on and it is also introduced as the 

pioneer as of e-commerce in Iran by ministry of commerce in the two past tears 

(before June 2005).  

The major limitation of self-administered surveys is that the researcher cannot 

probe deeply into topics as well as obtaining large amount of information; otherwise, 

the participants will refuse to cooperate. Hundred and fifty-eight -158- questions have 

been recognized as a suitable length for self-administered surveys by 70 percent of 

the general population (Cooper and Schindler, 2003). According to this limitation, 

besides observing the validity of the questionnaire we tried to make the questionnaire, 

we tried to make the questionnaire as simple to the respondent and as efficient for our 

research as possible, by taking the following steps. 

1) The main questionnaire was opted from Ahmad S. 2002. This questionnaire 
consisted of 4 main parts: Demographic identifications, Internet usage 
patterns, online shopping profile, and finally Service failure-recovery 
experiences and subsequent reactions 

2) The questionnaire was translated into Farsi. 
3) Questionnaire has been read to 20 online shoppers from different cities, by 

phone to check its understandability and possible answers to the questions. 
After re-writing the questionnaire, it has been handed out to 20 online 
shoppers, who were at the same time Irpostore web site designers as well, and 
asked them whether questions made sense and how would they best appear as 
an online questionnaire. After refining the questionnaire, the well-improved e-
questionnaire was developed. E-mails were sent to 200 online shoppers at the 
first day and replies were checked at the third day for unanswered or mistakes, 
whereby the instructions and e-questionnaire’s design were improved again. 

Step 3 led us to following changes in the questionnaire: 

1) Answers, which were open-ended, turned into some choices with an empty 
box for alternative answers, to make responding easier.  

mailto:feedback@irpoststore.com
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2) The choices given as answer to a question in the original questionnaire have 
been adjusted to Iran’s conditions, with an empty box at the end for alternative 
answers. In addition, the context of some questions has been adjusted to Iran. 

3) The blank spaces that are provided in some questions in the original 
questionnaire, in which respondents are able to give description on their 
answers, have also been designed in the e-questionnaire. It should be notified 
that filling of these spaces were stated as optional. We have provided two 
additional blank spaces in the e-questionnaire, in which the respondent is able 
to describe, why does he/she react in a particular way (optional). 

4) The e-questionnaire did not force the people to complete all the questions in 
order to submit it. However we stated in the instruction that only full-
complete questionnaires will be accepted by us, to take part in the lottery (i.e. 
monetary incentive) 

5) E-questionnaire provides the respondent repeated questions about bad 
experiences. That is, the respondent is able to report the history of his/her bad 
experiences separately, if she/he has got more than one of them. 

 

Option 3 and 4 completed one another in order to take steps towards our goal 

to keep the questionnaire simple and efficient at the same time. First, those customers 

that had unique experiences, and were not able to bring that in questionnaire 

framework, were able to describe it in open spaces. Therefore, we had the possibility 

to fill up some missing places according to the descriptions. Furthermore, the 

descriptions gave us an understanding, which helped us to explain customer reaction 

in our discussion. Yet, responding to the questionnaire was simple because filling 

these spaces has not been arbitrary. 

Finally, e-mails were sent to 20000 online shoppers, from which about 12000 

e-mails were sent properly due to disconnections of the mail server. The replies were 

collected in two weeks; we reached the rate of 750 responses. 

3.5- Sample selection 

The basic idea of sampling is that by selecting some of the elements in a 

population, researcher may draw conclusions about the entire population. There are 

several compelling reasons for sampling, including: lower cost, greater accuracy of 

result, greater speed of data collection and accessibility to the population (Cooper & 
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Schindler, 2003). Traditional sampling method can be divided into two categories: 

probability and non- probability sampling (Hair et. al., 2003). 

Probability sampling is most commonly associated with survey-based 

research where researcher needs to make inferences from the sample about a 

population to answer the research questions or to meet research objectives (Saunders 

et. al., 2000). In probability sampling, sampling elements are selected randomly and 

the probability of being selected is determined ahead of time by the researcher. If 

done properly, probability sampling ensures that the sample is representative of the 

population (Hair et. al., 2003). 

Non-probability sampling provides a range of alternative techniques based on 

researcher subjective judgment (Saunders et. al., 2000). In non-probability sampling, 

the selection of elements for the sample is not necessarily made with the aim of being 

statistically representative of the population. Rather the researcher uses the subjective 

methods such as personal experience, convenience, and expert judgment and so on to 

select the elements in the sample. As a result, the probability of any element of the 

population being chosen is not known (Hair et. al. 2003). 

The technical superiority of probability sampling to non-probability is clear 

from relative metrics. By selecting probability samples, not only the chance of 

sampling error is reduced but also the range of probable sampling error present can be 

estimated. However, high costs, limited time, no generalization desires, or non- 

availability of the total population are conditions, which lead into non-probability 

sampling (Cooper and Schindler, 2003).  

Since there are no sources from which we could find the total online shopper 

population, we have to choose a non-probabilistic sample, anyway. According to 

Cooper and Schindler, (2003) most non-probability sampling methods are convenient 

sampling, judgment sampling, quota sampling, and snowball sampling. 

Convenience sampling involves selecting sample members who can provide 

required information and who are more available to participate in the study. 
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Convenience samples enable the researcher to complete a large number of interviews 

cost effectively and quickly but they suffer from selection bias because of difference 

of target population (Hair et. al., 2003). 

Judgment sampling occurs when a researcher selects sample members to 

conform to some criterion. When one wishes to select a biased group for screening 

purposes, this sampling method is a good choice. Group of people who have 

knowledge about particular problem they can be selected as sample element. 

Sometimes it is referred to as a purposive sample because it involves a specific 

purpose. Judgment sampling is more convenience and has low costs. (Hair et. al., 

2003) 

Quota sampling is used to improve representativeness. The logic behind quota 

sampling is that certain relevant characteristics describe the dimensions of the 

population. If a sample has the same distribution on these characteristics, then it is 

likely to be representative of the population regarding other variables on which we 

have no control (Cooper and Schindler, 2003). However, the findings from this 

sampling cannot be generalized because the choice of elements is not done using a 

probability sampling methods (Hair et. al. 2003). 

Snowball sampling design is suitable, where respondents are difficult to 

identify and are best located through referral networks. Initially some individuals are 

discovered, then this group is used to locate others who posses similar characteristics, 

who in turn, identify others. 

Since we did not have any data from the whole population of online shoppers 

to compare our sample to them, between the choice of judgemental sampling and 

quota sampling, we had to choose judgemental sampling. The criteria for choosing 

the sample was that the individual should have at least one shopping experience from 

Iranian online shops. Those individuals that have reported their service failure as 

Iran’s sanitation will be deleted from our study, since this has nothing to do with 

Iranian online shops. Our sample consists of all the individuals included in 
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Irpoststore mailing list. Irpoststore has 20000 e-mail addresses from all of those who 

have bought something online from one of the 38 Iranian online shops since 2 years 

ago up to now (June, 2005). This list makes access to 20000 online shoppers from 

any part of Iran possible to us. The reasons why we have chosen “IrPostStore” and an 

introduction to this firm will be explained in the following paragraphs.  

The decision process for choosing a suitable source for data collection was as 

following:  We were not able to find access to online shoppers by ourselves, since 

they are not many of them in Iran and they are spread widely across the country. The 

only way to collect data was via concentrated centers of online shoppers. Therefore, 

we had to find access to our sample either through online shop or indirect sources. It 

should be notified that none of these channels would provide us with a direct access 

to the customers; they let the transfer of information to customers and vise versa just 

through themselves, because customer’s information is private information to them. 

Between the two possibilities, we preferred to choose indirect sources. The reason for 

this choice refers to the nature of our research purpose. That is, we are seeking for the 

service failures and recovery performance of online shops and the customer’s 

reactions to them. Thus, the online shop may not be willing to let us know about their 

real performance. Furthermore, the online shopper may not be willing to tell to the 

online shops, how they will react to their performances. Therefore, it seemed to me 

that indirect sources have the potential to provide us with information that is more 

accurate. 

Amongst the indirect sources we choused ‘Irpoststore.com’ for our study. 

Irpoststore.com has been determined as the pioneer of e-commerce in Iran by the 

ministry of commerce in last two years (2004-2005). Since three years ago (June, 

2005), this organization has been supporting online shops in many ways upon their 

requests. First, it develops and sells online shop’s web sites for those who want to buy 

it. Second, since Internet payment did not exist in Iran (june,2005), it provides the 

willing online shops with ‘cash on delivery’ system, which means it can support both 

delivery of the goods and cash payment as well. Each shop may ask for one or more 

of these supports. In June 2005, IrPostStore got 38 under-supports online shops from 
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five provinces of Iran (i.e. Isfahan, Tehran, Tabriz, Qom, and Oroomye). These 

online shops are selling different products, which are CD’s, films, books, foods, 

cosmetics, toys, notebooks, cameras, clothing, House equipments, and local sweeties 

and handicrafts. Irpoststore has the email addresses of all the online shoppers of its 

under-support shops, which were up to 20000 e-mails addresses (June, 2005).  

The reason why we have choused IrPostStore.com between other indirect 

sources is two folds. Based on our research purpose we actually need to have the data 

of many different kinds of Iranian online shops and online shoppers both, and 

IrPostStore can helps us in this regard. Firstly, to find out about customer reactions 

we need the data of different online shoppers as much as possible. IrPostStore will 

help us in this regard since it will provide us with 20000 online shopper e-mail 

addresses. These online shoppers will possibly differ from each other because its 

under-support online shops cover the sales of a whole range of products, which attract 

different people. Secondly, to find out about online shops performances, we need the 

data of different online shops as much as possible. Again, this will be possible 

through the cooperation of IrPostStore, because of three reasons: 1) the online shops 

that are under irpoststore’s support are representing many possible systems that may 

work in Iran. They can work with cash on delivery system or bank accounts; deliver 

their packages through a special channel of the post office; or use their own local 

deliverers. Each Irpoststore e-shop uses all or some of these options based on their 

desire. 2) They are covering the sales of a whole range of products. 3) We are actually 

asking many different online shoppers -as mentioned above- about their online 

shopping experiences. Each of these online shoppers may provide us with their 

experiences that they had with other online shops than Irpostore shops.     

3.6- Data analysis 

Once the data begins to flow in, attention turns to data analysis. First, some 

activities are needed to ensure the accuracy of the data and their conversion from raw 

form to a reduced and classified form that are more appropriate for analysis. This 
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kind of activities are called data preparation, which includes editing, coding & data 

entry (Cooper and Schindler, 2003) 

Data preparation 

Editing detects errors and omissions, corrects them when possible, and 

certifies that minimum data quality standards have been achieved. (Cooper and 

Schindler, 2003) Editing was very essential in my study. In fact, we first had 750 

records in the initial file consisting of online shoppers that had or had not faced 

problems in their shopping. However, this number of records has reduced to 615 

records after editing was performed. 

There was actually no other way than data reduction because of many reasons. 

First, some people filled up the questionnaire multiple times or submitted the filled up 

questionnaire multiple times, so we had some replications that were deleted. 

Secondly, few records had many missing fields, and even not a single description was 

provided to help me guess what the missing values could have been. Thirdly, I 

discovered that some cases – which were not very few-, had felt the questionnaire, 

without even reading it through, just by clicking on the options. Unfortunately, it 

seems that despite my emphasis in the cover letter on providing accurate and 

complete data and stating that those who don’t provide data in mentioned-way will be 

deleted from the survey, still some cases just felt the questionnaire up in the hope that 

it won’t be checked and they’ll be shared in the lottery. For instance, you saw that the 

person says ‘I did not try to complain to the online shop and then in the next question 

he says that I was able to contact the online shop!’ and continues to answer in a 

contradictory manner. Instances of such kind of responses could be detected in those 

customers who faced problems in their shopping and have felt up the second part of 

the questionnaire that is in regard with service failure-recovery and customer reaction. 

There was no other way than deleting such cases. Following to these deletions I 

further had to delete cases that did not have any problems in their shopping, because 

otherwise the ratio of the service failures in the sample was not the real ratio. To 

delete from the latter group, first those cases with missing values or with bias-full 
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values were considered, the rest were chosen randomly, however attention have been 

paid to keep all the initial important ratios inside this group as they were. Some other 

editing tasks were also performed. For instance, I filled up some missing places or 

corrected some codes based on the descriptions that were provided. 

Coding involves assigning numbers or other symbols to answers, so that the 

responses can be grouped into a limited number of classes or categories. Data entry 

is to convert gathered information to a medium for viewing and manipulating. 

(Cooper and Schindler, 2003). In this study, the codes were already defined as the 

questionnaire’s software was getting prepared. Actually, each click of the respondent 

on an option turns into a code into a special field of the database. However, the 

database had to be transferred from MySQL to SPSS, for data analysis. 

Data analysis 

After the database is ready for analysis in SPSS, the statistical tests should be 

identified. Table 3.3 indicates that all the main variables of our study are of ordinal 

type. Thus, we have to use techniques that are introduced for ordinal variables.  

Table 3.3- Essential variables of the study and their measurement 

Question Answer/code 
 

No 

 

1 

* Any bad experience with online shopping? 

* Did you try to contact the online shop regarding your problem? 

* Were you able to contact the online shop? 

* Did the online product/service provider make an effort to fix the problem? 

* Was the problem resolved to your satisfaction? 

 

Yes 2 

No 1 

Maybe 2 

 

 

* Would you consider shopping at the e-commerce site in the future? 
Yes 3 

 

Strongly discourage  
1 

Discourage 2 

Neutral 3 

Recommend 4 

 

 

 

* Would you voluntarily recommend this e-commerce site to your friends? 

Strongly Recommend 5 
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We actually have five types of analysis in this study. Percentages, test of two 

or more independent, and test of two related samples. The independent samples will 

be tested by ‘Man-Whitney U’ if there are two samples, and will be tested by 

‘Kruskal-walis’ if there are more than two of them. Moreover, two related samples 

will be tested by ‘Wilcoxon matched-pair’ test. Finally, the relationships are tested by 

spearman correlation. 

3.7- Quality Standards 
 

We have tried to enhance the quality of the results of the study in many ways. 

Following are the problems that might have got impact on our results and the 

solutions that we thought out to prevent those problems: 

1) The questionnaire has been opted from the Sohel 2002 paper in the Journal of 
Managing Service Quality. However, we had to adjust the questionnaire in 
two ways. Firstly, it should be adjusted to the Iran's environment. Secondly, 
the original questionnaire has gathered data on paper but we are gathering that 
via Internet. Because of the low speed of the Internet in Iran, and the cost that 
it has for the users, we have to make its filling as easy and fast as possible. 
Thus, we have turned open-ended questions into choices and then provided an 
empty space at the end, for those respondents, who wanted to answer other 
things than the available choices. Furthermore, the e-questionnaire did not 
force the people to complete all the questions; however, we provided 
monetary people for those who fill it completely. In addition, the adjustment 
to Iran's environment, led us to some little changes in the question's contexts 
as well as changes in the choices of some questions. In order to find the right 
adjustments we have taken the following steps: questionnaire was tested in 
three stages as we mentioned in section 3.4. Firs, by 20 phone calls; next, 
questionnaire was tested by 20 online shoppers, and finally the filled e-
questionnaire by 17 online shoppers (out of 200), were checked. 

 

 

2) Since we wanted to ask the customers about their reactions to the online shops 
such as whether they will discourage others from buying of those shops or 
not, high anonymity was needed. To ensure the anonymity, we have not only 
given promises in the cover letter but we have also used an indirect source of 
data collection (See section 3.5 for further details of this data source) 
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3) We also tried to gather the data as wide as possible to bring different online 
shoppers and shops –regarding their behavior and performance- under our 
investigation. Although this won't let us generalize our results but will help 
achieving better results. As mentioned in section 3.5 and 4.1.1, IrPostStore 
seems to be a good source for data collection in order to achieve such data. 
See section 3.5 and 4.1.1 for the reasons of why IrPostStore helps us in this 
regard. 

 

4) Non-response error is one of the other problems that we tried to solve as much 
as possible. Firstly, we provided respondents with monetary and non-
monetary incentives. That is, the cover letter told them that their help is 
needed for solving an important problem Secondly, by the implementation of 
the pilot test we also checked the instructions to be quite clear and precise to 
avoid refusals. Thirdly, we have used a relatively strong sponsor (i.e. 
IrPostStore), which is known by many online shoppers. That is, we have sent 
e-mails to online shoppers from feedback@irpoststore.com to invite them to 
fill the questionnaire.  

 

5) To ensure that the questionnaire will be replied by the right respondents (i.e. 
online shoppers). We sent e-mails to 20000 online shoppers, and invited them 
to fill up the questionnaire in two weeks from the time of reception of the e-
mail. 

 

6) To ensure that the questionnaires have been replied precisely and correctly, 
we checked the received records and edited each record that was needed and 
then have deleted some of those which was wrong ( For further details see 
section 3.6) 

 

7) At the end we notify that alpha crombach test can not be applied on our data 
to test its validity. This is because of the type of our questionnaire, in which 
the respondent should just answer the questions that are related to his/her 
experience, and not all the questions of the questionnaire. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:feedback@irpoststore.com
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Chapter 4 
Analysis and Results 
 
4. Analysis and Results 
 

 In this chapter, the empirical results of the study will be presented. First, an 
overview of the sampling process is described. Next, we describe the sample 
characteristics in four parts. Finally, we get to the presentation of the major findings 
of the study, which are related to our research question. 
 
 4.1- Overview  

Considering the small population of online shoppers and their wide spread all 

over Iran as has been discussed in chapter 3 as well, e-questionnaires has been used to 

collect data. We have found access to 20000 people who have had experienced online 

shopping at least once, via their e-mails, which were offered to us by Irpoststore.com. 

E-mails have been sent to all 20000 individuals from feedback@irpoststore.com. The 

E-mails acted as cover letters that linked the reader to the site, where the e-

questionnaire was uploaded. 

4.1.1- sample 

To keep high anonymity in our study, we asked an indirect source 

"IrPostStore.com" to help us by data collection. IrPostStore, which has been known 

as the pioneer of e-commerce in Iran by the ministry of commerce, has been 

supporting online shops since three years ago (June 2005).At the time of this 

research it was supporting 38 online shops from 5 provinces, which, on whole, 

mailto:feedback@irpoststore.com
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covered the sales of a whole range of different products. IrPostStore owes all the e-

mail addresses of the customers of its under-support shops (i.e. 20000 e-mails). 

Based on the purpose of our study, which is to find out about the performance 

of online shops –regarding Service failure-recovery- and the impact of service failure-

recovery on customers, we aimed at reaching the data of different online shops and 

shoppers, widely. It seems that IrPostStore is able to cover this purpose, because it 

has got the contact address of 20000 online shoppers, who have bought from its 38 

under-support online shops. Therefore, in regard with online shops data, IrpostStore 

will provide us with the information of at least 38 online shops, which represent 

different online shops since they are selling a whole range of different products and 

use different systems Furthermore, in regard with online shoppers, we expect to reach 

the data of different segments of online shoppers via IrPostStore, since they have 

been attracted to different kind of products. In addition, since these online shoppers 

are not restricted to IrPostStore shops, they will provide us with the data of service 

failure-recovery of other shops than IrPostStore ones, as well. For further 

information, see section 3.5. 

4.1.2- Questionnaire 

The main questionnaire was opted from Ahmad S. 2002 and translated to 

Farsi. This questionnaire consisted of four main parts: Demographic identifications, 

Internet usage patterns, online shopping profile, and finally Service failure-recovery 

experiences and subsequent reactions. 

Questionnaire has been adjusted to Iran’s environment through three stages:  

testing it with 20 online shoppers from different cities, by phone. Asking 20 online 

shoppers, who were at the same time “Irpostore” web site designers as well, and 

asked them whether questions made sense and how would it best appear as an online 

questionnaire and finally testing it as an e-questionnaire on a group of online 

shoppers.   
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4.1.3. Sample and response rate 

E-mails were sent to 20000 online shoppers, from which about 12000 e-mails 

were sent properly due to disconnections of the Internet and mail server. The replies 

were collected in two weeks; we reached the rate of 750 responses. However, this 

number of records has reduced to 615 records after editing was performed. We were 

forced to delete that amount of records because of the reasons provided in chapter 4. 

4.2-Descriptive statistics 

The responses to the questionnaire are organized in tables at the end of this 

chapter and description of them will be provided next in three main parts. First, we 

will describe the customer’s characteristics. Then, we will provide the information 

related to our research questions under the subheading of “major findings” and finally 

in the last part (i.e. other findings) we will present some extended results of our study. 

4.2.1. Respondents characteristics 

In this part, we will provide identification of those online shoppers who 

responded to the questionnaire in three parts, namely, demography, Internet & 

computer skills, online shopping profile, and their service failure experience & its 

subsequences. The related data is presented in tables 4.1 to 4.4, in turn. 

4.2.1.1. Demographics 

In the sample selection method (section3.5) we set one of our goals as 

gathering the information of online shoppers of different segments as much as 

possible. As is obvious from table 4.1 and the related descriptions below, we have 

achieved our goal in this regard. In fact, the online shoppers of our sample belonged 

to all the geographic areas in Iran; these online shoppers are at primary school years 

or may even have PhDs; their age varies from under 15 to over 40; Both genders were 

involved and finally we can see that their incomes varied from being jobless to being 

business owners. 
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Online shoppers have been out of all the 28 provinces in Iran. Isfahan, Tehran, 

Khorasan, Azarbaijan, Khoozestan, Fars and Mazandaran, which are high density 

provinces, constitute 59% of the 615 respondent’s inhabitation provinces and other 21 

provinces in Iran constitute 37% of the online shoppers living places. More over, if 

we divide inhabitation places into rural and urban areas, 92.3% of the online shoppers 

live in urban areas. 

From an educational point of view, most of them are university under-

graduates (46.1%)or are graduated from high schools (28.3%). The least amount can 

be seen in university post-graduate category (9.2%). In addition, they are mostly 

employed full-time (37.7) or are job-less (33.6 %), Important to notice that all of the 

jobless people have mentioned that they are busy studying either at high school or at 

the university by now. Only 10.1 % of them are business-owners.  

Considering age as another demographic characteristic, it is obvious that 

youngsters from age 18 to 25 are making about half of the samples population up, as 

the age category of  “18 to 20” are 20.7 % and “21 to 25” are 28.5 % of the whole 

respondents. However, there are very few (2.3 %) in the age category of “under 15”. 

More over, it is interesting to notice that the males (85.4 %) are almost 6 times more 

than females. 

4.2.1.2. Computer and Internet usage patterns: 

As far as Computer skills, 46% of the online shoppers were good in knowing 

windows, which is the most useful and common operating system nowadays and 

50.1% had good Internet skills. Almost none (2.1 % and 0.8 %) of them were weak in 

those two skills. In addition, from the one third of respondents (230), who have 

identified some other computer fields as their skills, 62.4 % said they are good  

(38.7%) or excellent (23.7%) in those fields. The skills that they identified were as 

much as 38.7% related to graphics like AutoCAD, Corel draw and Photoshop, 33.3% 

were some kind of software programming, and the rest were in relation with other 

kind of application soft wares or hardware skills. 
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To Internet usage extents, about half  (47.8%) of the online shoppers use 

Internet almost 10 or less hours per weak and very few (12.9%) of them use it more 

than 30 hours per weak. Although, More than half (60.7%) use Internet for research 

issues, most of respondents said they use Internet for communication matters (80%) 

and the least type of usage is web surfing. 

4.2.1.3. Online shopping Profile  

In the sample selection method, (see section 3.5) we wanted to gather the 

information of different online shops. As we can see from table 4.3, the online 

shoppers have bought every kind of different products, which means that they have 

provided us with the information of the different online shops that they have shopped 

from. In addition, four respondents described their problem as not being able to pay 

with master cards. Although, we had to delete these responses because they were not 

talking about Iranian online shops, these four replies confirmed our assumption that 

our respondents will provide us much more information than just about the 

IrPostStore shops. 

Curiosity (59%) and convenience (58.2%) have been identified by most of the 

respondents as their online shopping motive, however access to unavailable goods 

could be mentioned as a strong shopping motive, as well, since it has been identified 

by 45% of the respondents. Only two respondents mentioned indirect communication 

as their motive. Almost all the online shoppers (85.5%) have got familiar with this 

kind of shopping via Internet advertisements. Interestingly, only 12.5% of them got 

familiar with this kind of shopping through word of mouth (WOM). Only 7.8% of the 

responses were indicating on other kind of advertisements on this matter.  

From the point of their online shopping history, about 70% of them have   

experienced their first online shopping less than ten months before the questionnaire’s 

distribution (June 2005)- that is, 40.5 % have experience between 1 to 5 months and 

28.9% got it in 6 to 10 months before that time. Very rarely (6.7%) individuals can be 

found who have got this experience before 16 months from the mentioned date above. 

More over, about half of them have got one (27.5 %) to two (20.5%) time online 
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shopping experience. This rate falls to 8% in the category of “More than 11” time 

online shopping experience. The online shoppers population said they will shop 

(81.6%) or may shop (18.2%) online in the future again and 0.2% are not willing to 

shop online any more. 

4.2.1.4. Service failure and its subsequences 

About one fourth (155) of the respondents have experienced some kind of 

service failures. Yet, none of these respondents have reported more than one bad 

experience. Most of the failures (45%) have been related to delivery issues, such as 

not receiving the order, late delivery, or bad time of delivery. The next common 

failure has been related to product factors by 21% or information issues (20%). 

Product factors include issues such as receiving deficient products or wrong products 

and information issues include issues such as insufficient or misleading information 

about the product, its price, and its presence in the shop. Very few of the (12%) 

dissatisfactions were because of technology issues, contact possibilities, and security 

issues. 

From those who have got bad experiences 51% (79) tried to complain out of 

which 54% (41) have used telephone as a communication mode for their complaining 

and 42% used e-mails. Not every one of those who were willing to complain 

succeeded to contact the online shop. In fact, only 55.7% (44) were able to contact 

and 35 of the respondents could not contact the representatives. Of these 35 

respondents, 74.3% (26) said that their e-mails went unanswered and 22.9% (8) of 

them reported busy or unanswered phone lines. Finally, 2.8% (1) have tried both 

modes to communicate and none of the modes were answered. 

About half (49%) of those who had problems have not complained. These 

people have given various reasons for why they have not complained. Low likelihood 

of problem resolution (40.7%) has been mentioned most of all by the respondents as 

this reason. Last part of table 4.4, illustrates the reasons provided by online shoppers 

for positive repurchase intention and WOM, despite experiencing service failures. 
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4.2.2. Major findings 

This part of the chapter four presents the data that is needed to answer the 

research questions developed in the frame of reference. The data related to the first 

research question are presented under title of “service failure occurrence and its 

subsequences”. Next parts present the analysis of the data related to the second 

research question (section 4.2.2.2). 

4.2.2.1- RQ1: service failure occurrence and related impact on 
customers 

The answer to the research question one is divided into two parts. First, the 

frequency of service failure occurrence in Iranian online shops will be reported.     

Next, we analyze the impact of service failure on customer retention and WOM. It is 

important to notice that WOM and retention are both ordinal variables. In fact, Word 

of mouth has been measured on a five point scale as strongly discourage – discourage 

– neutral - recommend and strongly recommend and retention has been measured by 

asking for repurchase intentions, which has been measured on a 3 point scale as yes - 

maybe - no. Therefore, we have used non-parametric tests in our following statistical 

analysis. 

4.2.2.1.1- The frequency of service failure occurrence 

Online shops performance regarding service failure and service recovery has 

been illustrated in table 4.5 and figure 4.1. That part of the illustration, which 

concerns service recovery performance, is related to the second research question; 

yet, they are presented in one image to demonstrate the whole system. Here, 

emphasize is just on that part of the diagram, which are presenting the service failure 

occurrence. As we can see from the mentioned pictures, problem avoidance rate is 

equal to 74.8%, which means that less than one third of the online shoppers (25.2%) 

have experienced problems in their online shopping.  
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4.2.2.1.2- Service failure impact on customer reactions (WOM & 
retention): 

In this part, we have tested the effect of service failure on WOM and retention 

and reported the outcome in table 4.6. We first tested the relationship of each of 

customer behaviors (i.e. WOM & retention) with experiencing service failure by 

Spearman correlation, which is used for ordinal variables. The outcome was r= -0.3 

and P=0.00 for WOM and r= -0.36 and p=0.00 for retention. Therefore, we can say 

that WOM and retention have a significant and moderately strong negative 

relationship with experiencing service failures. This means that service failure 

occurrences have a significant relationship with negative WOM and negative 

repurchase intentions. 

Next, we tested how different the customer reactions (i.e. WOM & retention) 

are between those who have and have not confronted service failures. Table 4.6 

illustrates how WOM differs in people with & without service failure experiences. 

We have tested the difference of WOM in these two groups by Man Whitney, which 

is used to test an ordinal variable between two independent samples. The output of 

this test showed that these two groups differed significantly in WOM. It is clear that 

WOM is more positive in “no problem” group. Ninety two percent in this group 

spread positive WOM, whereas this rate reduces to 67.5% in “have problem” group.  

Table 4.6 further illustrates how re-purchase intention differs in people with 

& without service failure experiences. The difference of re-purchase in these two 

groups is tested by Man Whitney technique, because of the same reason that is 

provided for WOM (mentioned above). The output of this test showed that these two 

groups differed significantly in their repurchase intentions. Actually, repurchase is 

more positive in “no problem” group, as it is 69.6% in no problem group, whilst 

34.4% in “have problem” group. 
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4.2.2.2- RQ2: What is the impact of different states of service recovery 
on customer retention and WOM in online shops and what is online 
shops performance regarding service recovery?  

Research question two consists of two parts, which are analyzed and reported 

separately under sections 4.2.2.2.1 and 4.2.2.2.2. In the first part that is relatively 

lengthy, we will examine the impact of different states of service recovery on 

customer behavior. Then, for the second part of the research question, we will present 

the service recovery performance. 

4.2.2.2.1- The impact of different states of service recovery on 
customer retention and WOM in online shops 

According to chapter 2 the ultimate goal of service recovery is to satisfy, 

retain, and avoid the bad WOM of those customers, who got upset of service failures. 

Service recovery is implemented effectively when it reaches the mentioned goal. As 

we said before, service recovery consists of four elements in online shopping: 

“willingness to complain”, “ability to complain”, “acknowledgement and willingness 

(i.e. efforts)”, and “complete resolution”. The four service recovery elements beside 

each other shape different states of service recovery. The lack of one or some of the 

elements is expected to aggravate customer’s dissatisfaction and result in defection 

and negative WOM. The desired state of service recovery would be the one that leads 

into customer retention and positive WOM. 

Through out these analyses, it is important to notice that WOM and retention 

are both ordinal variables. In fact, Word of mouth has been measured on a five point 

scale as strongly discourage – discourage – neutral - recommend and strongly 

recommend and retention has been measured by asking for repurchase intentions, 

which has been measured on a 3 point scale as yes - maybe - no. Therefore, we have 

used non-parametric tests in our following statistical analysis. 

The impact of service recovery states on customer retention & WOM: 

At this point, we first have to clarify an issue for the further investigation. As 

figure 4.1 Shows, when a customer reports that he has experienced a particular event 
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in service recovery this implies both positive and negative experiences of the 

customer up to that point. For example, when we consider a customer that has not 

been able to contact, this means that in previous stage he has been willing to 

complain. In the same way when a customer confronts a situation that the online shop 

does not make any effort to solve his complain that means that customer has got two 

positive points in previous stages, that is, he was willing to complain and that he was 

able to contact the shop. Similarly, when a customer reports that his problem has not 

been completely resolved this means that he experienced three positive steps, 

willingness to complain, ability to complain and that the online shop tried to solve his 

problem. Our purpose has been to investigate the impact of different states on 

customer retention & WOM. To perform analysis in regard with our purpose, we are 

going to test the negative events of different stages of service recovery. Our logic 

behind this kind of testing is two folds. On the one hand, if we test the impact of each 

positive event on customer such as the impact of ability to contact or willingness to 

complain on customer, we could never know what has happened next to this 

customer, and the repurchase or WOM intentions might have been a sequence of the 

next experiences. For instance, one may be able to contact the online shop but has 

negative intentions because no one has tried to solve his problem in the next step. On 

the other hand, if we test the negative events we exactly know the positive and 

negative experiences of that customer. When we see the customer intentions, we can 

decide whether it is related to the last negative experience or to the previous positive 

experience. Thus, to answer the second research question we will investigate 

following states in service recovery: Not being willing to complain (NOT WILLING)- 

not being able to contact (NOT ABLE)- No efforts were done to solve customer’s 

problem (NO EFFORT)- problem was not completely resolved (NOT RESOLVED) 

and finally problem completely resolved situation (RESOLVED), which is the 

destination of service recovery. 

Service recovery states & WOM:  First, we have provided WOM and 

repurchase intention data of customers in different negative states of service recovery. 

Table 4.7 shows the WOM and table 4.8 the repurchase intention data. Table 4.7 
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shows that customers will spread negative WOM at most when they complain and 

recognize that “no efforts have been made to solve their problems” (26.7%).  Next, 

when customers either “were not willing to complain” or were willing but were not 

able to contact the shop”, they spread about the same negative WOM, which seems to 

be less than when no effort is done to solve their problems (2.6 % & 2.9% negative 

WOM, in turn). Furthermore, we can see that the most positive word of mouth is first 

spread by those customers whose problems were completely resolved (94.1% Positive 

WOM) and next by those customers whose problems were not completely resolved 

yet the online shop have tried to solve it (80% Positive WOM).  

Service recovery states & retention: Table 4.8 presents repurchases 

intention data of customers in different negative stages of service recovery. 

According to the data provided in this table, the customers who were able to complain 

to the online shop but recognized that no efforts were done to solve their problems 

have the least positive repurchase intention (12.5%). The second least positive 

repurchase intention can be seen when customers were willing to complain but were 

not able to contact the shop (17.1%). After that comes the situation in which customer 

has experienced a problem but is not willing to complain. In this situation 30.3 % 

said, they will buy again from that particular online shop. However the repurchase 

intentions in these three negative conditions of service recovery (i.e. “not willing”, 

“not able” & “no effort” are very similar to each other and do not differ largely. More 

over, we can see from table 4.8 that the highest retention rates are in those situations 

when customer’s problems get completely resolved (88.2%) or when efforts were 

made to solve customer’s problem however it has not been completely resolved 

(70%). 

 The impact of Service recovery states on customer retention & WOM: More 
precisely analyzed 

After the creating an initial picture of the impact of service recovery states on 

customer retention & WOM (table 4.7 & table 4.8) in mind, we start to test the 

relationships in more details. For this purpose, we have compared the customer 

behaviors in different the negative states of service recovery to each other, to see how 
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they change from one state to another. Statistical tests that are used in table 4-9 and 

4-10 are “Kruskal-Wallis”, when we test more than two independent groups for 

repurchase intention or WOM (ordinal variables) and it is “Man-Whitney”, when we 

test only two independent samples for retention or WOM. 

The impact of Service recovery states on customer retention: Repurchase 

intention has been tested in different service recovery states, which is reported in 

table 4.9 in 5 parts of A to E. In part A, the repurchase intention of customers in three 

states, which are “ not willing”, “not able” and “no effort” is compared to each other. 

The P-value for this comparison (Kruskal-Wallis) was equal to 0.1, which means that 

repurchase intention does not significantly differ in these three groups. It is clear that 

the customer who experienced “No effort/denial” from the online shop has been 

willing to complain and was also able to contact the online shop, so he has passed two 

stages of service recovery, positively, however his repurchase intention is the same or 

even worse than those who were not able to complain. This means that “willingness 

to complain and being able to complain” are necessary but not enough to improve 

customer’s retention. Furthermore, it can be seen from the percentages in part A of 

the table 4.9 that most of the customers with these negative experiences have negative 

or neutral repurchase intention. People voted for negative or neutral repurchase 

intention as much as 63.8% in “not complaining” group and 82.8% in “not able to 

contact” group and 87.6% in “no effort” group. This implies that the negative effect of 

these three states on customer repurchase intention is high. 

Part B of the table 4.9 has tested the repurchase intention in “problem not 

resolved state” against that in the three above-mentioned similar states (part A).  The 

test  (i.e. Kruskal-Wallis) results in a p-value of 0.013, which means that there is a 

significant difference in repurchases intention distribution between at least two of 

these four states. However, considering the test of part A, it is clear that the first three 

similar states are significantly different in their repurchase intention from “not 

resolved group”. As the percentages of part B show, repurchase intention is much 

more positive in problem not resolved state in compare to the other three groups. As 

it is 70% positive, repurchase intention in “problem not resolved” state in compare to 
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30.3 in “ not willing”, 17.1% in “not able” and 12.5% in “no effort” state. By 

comparing “not resolved” state with other three similar negative states, It is clear that 

the factor that is largely turning the repurchase intention into positive direction in the 

“ problem resolved “ state is the positive event of service recovery behind it, which is 

the online shops effort to solve customer’s problem. In addition, it seems that the 

negative experience of ‘problems not getting resolved’ is not much important to the 

customers. They are happy enough to repurchase from online shops when they see 

that efforts were done to solve their problems. 

In part C of the table 4.9, we compared repurchase intention in “not resolved 

state” with that of the “ problem completely resolved” state. Referring to table 4.8, we 

can say “problem resolved state” has the most positive repurchase intention. Man-

Whitney test was implemented and the p-value is equal to 0.2, which means that 

repurchase intention does not significantly differ in those whose problems were NOT 

completely resolved with those whose were completely resolved. However, based on 

the percentages presented in part C of table 4.9 we can say that that repurchase 

intentions seems to be more positive when problems get completely resolved. Eighty 

eight percent (88.2%) of the repurchase intentions are positive in “completely 

resolved” state whilst that of “not resolved” state is 70%. Since we have not found a 

significant difference between “Problem not resolved” & “problem resolved” state, 

we can say that customers are happy enough if the online shop tries to solve their 

problem, even if it has not been completely resolved.  

Part A to C of table 4.9 shows that on the one hand, the respondents who have 

experienced three negative states of service recovery, namely, “not willing ”, “not 

able” or “no efforts” have almost equal and negative repurchase intentions. On the 

other hand, those groups of customers whose “problems are not completely resolved” 

or are “completely resolved” have almost equal and positive repurchase intentions. 

However, to confirm the negativity of repurchase intention in the three former and the 

positivism of it in the two latter groups we test these both kinds of groups against “ no 

problem group”. No problem group can be a good testing source, since nothing 
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special has happened to this group, this people as literature suggests are satisfied or 

neutral people. “Kruskal-wallis” has been implemented for the tests in part E and D. 

Part D, which tests repurchase intentions in “not willing”, “not able”, and “ no 

effort” groups against “no problem group” has a p-value of 0.00, which means that 

repurchase intention is significantly different in between these four groups. Yet, since 

we know that the first three groups are equal in their repurchase intention (part A), 

this difference is in accordance with the difference between the first three groups with 

“no problem group”. The percentages in part D of table 4.9 further indicate that 

repurchase intention is significantly less positive in those three groups in compare to 

“no problem” group. As positive repurchase intention is 70% in “no problem group” 

while it is 30.3%, 17.1% and 12.5% in “not complaining”, “not contact” and “No 

effort” groups, in turn. Thus, in confirmation to our interpretations of part “A” 

finding, we can say that “not complaining”, “not being able to contact the online 

shops” and “ confronting no efforts from online shops to fix the problem” all lead 

into negative repurchase intentions. Furthermore, willingness to complain and being 

able to contact the online shops are necessities of service recovery and will not help 

to keep customers retention. 

Finally, part E compares repurchase intention of “not resolved state” & 

“resolved state” against that of “no problem” state. “Kruskal-wallis” test results in a 

p-value of 0.248, which means that there is no significant differences in repurchase 

intention amongst those groups. However problem resolved state have 18% more 

positive repurchase intentions than two other states being 88.2% for “problem 

resolved “ and “69.6%” for “no problem” and 70% for “problem not resolved” state. 

This finding confirms our interpretations of part B outcomes. That is, the negative 

experience of ‘problems not getting resolved’ is not much important to the customers, 

since it does not lead into negative repurchase intentions. Furthermore, making efforts 

to fix problems largely leads into positive repurchase intentions so that it reaches to 

the positive repurchase intentions of “no problem state”. 
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The impact of service recovery states on WOM:   WOM has been tested in 

different service recovery states, which is reported in table 4.10 in 5 parts of A to E. 

As for repurchase intention, we first start to test the states in which WOM is more 

negative and then get to the states that have positive impact on WOM. According to 

table 4.9 we can see that WOM is rather negative in those who “were not willing to 

complain” or were “not able to contact” online shops. Thus, in part A, WOM in these 

two groups of customers were compared to each other. The P-value of this 

comparison (Kruskal-Wallis) was equal to 0.2, which means that WOM does not 

significantly differ in these two groups and it is equally negative in both of them. 

People voted for negative or neutral WOM as much as 30.2 % in “not complaining” 

state and 37.2 % in “not able to contact” state. That is, the customer who experienced 

“Not being able to contact” has been willing to complain, however his WOM is the 

same or even worse than those who were not willing to complain. This means that: 

“willingness to complain” is necessary for service recovery but not enough to make 

positive WOM.   

Table 4.7 indicates that those groups of respondents who are “not 

complaining” or have the experienced the negative state of “not being able to contact” 

have negative trend of WOM. To ensure the negativity of WOM in these groups we 

test these two states, which have the same trend of WOM (part A), against that of “no 

problem state”. No problem state can be a good testing source, since nothing special 

has happened to them. Part B in table 4.10 shows the outcome of this test (kruskal-

wallis), which is a p-value of 0.00. This means that WOM is significantly different in 

between these three states. Yet, since we know that the first two states are similar in 

WOM behavior, this difference is related to the difference of the first two states with 

“no problem group”. The percentages -part B-table 4.10- further indicates that WOM 

is significantly less positive in those two states in compare to “no problem” state. As 

positive WOM is 92.1% in “no problem state” while it is 69.8% and 62.8% for “not 

complaining” and “not contact” state, in turn. Thus, we can say that “not 

complaining” and “not being able to contact the online shops” both lead into 
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negative WOM reactions. Furthermore, willingness to complain is just a necessity for 

service recovery and will not help in regard with making positive WOM. 

Again, based on table 4.7 we can see that customers with “no effort” 

experience are the most negative ones regarding WOM. In part C we have tested 

WOM of this group against the two groups of part A, which were equally negative in 

WOM. The test (i.e. Kruskal-Wallis) results in a p-value of 0.000, which means that 

there is a significant difference in WOM between at least two of these three groups. 

However, considering the test of part A, it is clear that the first two similar groups are 

significantly different in WOM from “no effort” group. Actually, the WOM is much 

more negative in “no effort” group in compare to the other two groups. As there is 

26.7% negative WOM in “ no effort” group in compare to 2.6% in “ not 

complaining” and 2.9% in “not contact” group. Thus, being able to contact the online 

shop was just a necessity for service recovery and will not help to make positive 

WOM. Furthermore, the “no effort” experience has a strong negative impact on 

WOM. 

Table 4.7 indicates that WOM is much more positive in “problem not 

resolved” state in compare to the three previous negative states. Therefore, in part D 

of the table 4.10, we compared WOM in “not resolved state” with that of the 

“problem completely resolved” state. According to table 4.7, we can say the most 

positive WOM has is seen in problem resolved state. Man-Whitney test was 

implemented and the p-value is equal to 0.3, which means that WOM does not 

significantly differ in those whose problems were NOT completely resolved with 

those whose were completely resolved. However, based on the percentages presented 

in part D of table 4.10, we can say that WOM seems to be more positive when 

problems get completely resolved. Positive WOM is voted by 94.1% of the “resolved 

group”, whilst 80% by the “not resolved” group. Consequently, we can say that 

customers are happy only if the online shop tries to solve their problem, even if they 

have not been able to solve it. 
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Finally, in part E, WOM is compared in “not resolved” and “resolved” state 

against “no problem” state. This test helps us to find out, how positive the impact of 

two former states on WOM can be. “Kruskal-wallis” test results in a p-value of 0.3, 

which means that there is no significant difference in WOM amongst those states. 

However, problem resolved state has the lowest negative or neutral WOM in compare 

to other two states, being 5.9% for “problem resolved”, whilst 20% and 7.9% for “not 

resolved” and “no problem” states, in turn. This finding confirms our interpretations 

of part D outcomes. That is, the negative experience of ‘problems not getting 

resolved’ is not much important to the customers, since it does not lead into negative 

WOM. Furthermore, making efforts to fix problems largely leads into positive WOM 

so that it reaches to the positive WOM of the “no problem group”. 

 The effective state of service recovery: Summarizing the impact of service 
recovery states on customer retention & WOM 

According to the above-mentioned results presented in table 4.9 and 4.10 we 

can say on whole that there are three states of service recovery that have negative 

impact on both WOM and retention of the customers and two that have positive 

impact on these both reactions. That is “not willing to complain”, “not able to 

complain” and “no effort” are the negative ones, and “making effort to solve the 

problem” or “resolving the problem” are the positive ones. 

Based on this finding we provided a last test for an effective service recovery. 

In which we ranked the first negative experiences that have negative impact on 

customer reactions as “1” (i.e. poor recovery) and next two experiences with positive 

impacts, as “2” (i.e. efficient service recovery). Then, we tested the relationship of an 

effective service recovery – based on our own definition – with customer reactions 

(table 4.13). Spearman correlation shows r =0.26 and p=0.00 for WOM and r =0.42 

and p=0.00 for retention. In fact, positive or negative behaviors of customers are 

related significantly (p=0) to the service recovery being implemented effectively or 

poorly. It is important to take notice of how we effectiveness and poorness of service 

recovery for this correlation.  
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However, successful service recovery has been defined by Sohel Ahmad 2002 

as resolving the problem to customer’s satisfaction and poor service recovery as not 

reaching this stage, which includes: “not willing”, “not able”, “no effort”, “not 

resolved”. Therefore, again in table 4.14 we have ranked service recovery process 

based on this definition and repeated the spearman correlation test. This time it shows 

r =0.23 and p=0.00 for WOM and r =0.37 and p=0.00 for retention. In fact, a 

significant positive relationship exists between efficiency of service recovery with 

customer reactions. Again, take notice of how we defined efficiency of service 

recovery in this correlation. The strength of the relationship is lower in this definition 

in compare to the previous definition of efficiency.  

4.2.2.2.2- Online shops performance regarding service recovery 

As we explained in research question one, problem avoidance rate is equal to 

74.8%, which means that less than one third of the online shoppers (25.2%) have 

experienced problems in their online shopping. The further experiences of these 

customers, after experiencing the service failure, are related to service recovery 

performance, which are presented in table 4.5 and figure 4.1. As we can see from the 

mentioned tables Only half (51%) of those who experienced problems in their online 

shopping were willing to complain, out of which 55.7% were able to contact the 

online shop to report their problem (i.e. complain). In fact, 44.3% of them were not 

able to contact the online shop regarding their problems. Most of these cases (71.4%) 

mentioned that they have written e-mail to the online shop and never received any 

answers. 22.8% have called the online shop regarding their problem and confronted 

busy lines or no one answering the phone and finally 5.8% used both modes, yet they 

still were not able to contact the representatives 

Of the 44 online shoppers who were able to complain to the online shop, 28 

(63.6 %) confronted a good response from the online shop representative and 16 

(36.4) of them said that the online shop did not tried to solve their problems. Some 

described that they heard unrelated or negative answers from the representatives. 
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Ultimately, of the 28 problems, which online shops made effort to solve them, 18 

problems (64.3%) got resolved to customers satisfaction. 

4.2.3- Other findings: 

In addition to the answer of two research questions, we also have achieved 

two other findings, which are presented in this section. 

The relations between retention and WOM: 

As can be seen from table 4.6, we first tested whether WOM & retention are 

in relation with each other or not. Spearman correlation, which is used for ordinal 

variables were used for this purpose. The outcome was r=0.409 and P=0.00, which 

shows that these two variables have a significant positive relationship with each 

other. This means that if retention increases or decreases, WOM will also vary in the 

same way (i.e. increases or decreases). 

However based on the responses I wondered whether online shoppers re-buy 

as much as they recommend online shopping to others. So, the willcoxon test was 

used to test 2-related samples on the ordinal variables. This test was implemented in 

two groups of customers, those who experienced a problem, and those who did not 

have problems. As was expectable from the percentages presented in table 4.7, we 

found that WOM is significantly different from retention. That is, although they are in 

relationship with each other and one increases if the other increases and vise-versa, 

but as we can see from the percentages WOM is significantly more positive than 

retention. Table 4.7 shows that 69.6% of those customers, who did not have any 

problems, said they will re-buy in the future from the known online shops, whilst 

92.2% of the customers of the same group said that they will recommend or strongly 

recommend the known online shops. We can see the same difference in the group of 

customers who experienced problems, where only 34.4 will re-buy whilst 67.5% will 

spread positive WOM. 
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Do reactions in different groups differ to each other, towards service failure 
and recovery? 

After defining the impact of service failure and recovery states on customer 

behavior in Iran (June 2005), we started to compare the retention and WOM of 

customers towards service failure and recovery between different groups (i.e. 

demographic groups, different Internet & computer user groups, and groups of people 

with different online shopping profiles). We were only able to find one meaningful 

and important difference, which was found between those people who have shopped 

online only once or twice and those who have shopped more. 

The result of this comparison is provided in table 4.15 and 4.16. The 

customers were defined as “low experience” shoppers if they have experienced online 

shopping only once or twice, and are defined as “high experience” shoppers if they 

have bought from the online shops more than twice. WOM and repurchase intentions 

have been compared between these two groups by Man-Whitney. As the table shows, 

repurchase intentions and WOM are both significantly more positive in the high 

experience shoppers. 
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Table 4.1- DEMOGRAFICS 
IDENTIFICATIONS                               Percent                                   Frequency     
 

High Density                                                            59                                                        360 
Low Density                                                             37                                                        230             
Missing                                                                      4                                                          25 
 
 
 
Urban areas                                                           92.37                                                      568             
Rural areas                                                             3.57                                                        22              
Missing                                                                  4.06                                                        25              
 
 

<High school                                                          4.4                                                         27           
High school                                                            10.2                                                       63               
Diploma                                                                  28.3                                                      174             
Under-Graduate                                                      46.1                                                      284             
Post-Graduate                                                         9.2                                                        56               
Missing                                                                   1.8                                                        11               
 
 
 
Job-less                                                                  33.6                                                      207              
Part-time job                                                          12.4                                                       76               
Full-time employee                                                37.7                                                      232              
Business owner                                                      10.1                                                      62                
 Missing                                                                  6.2                                                        38               
 
 
 
 >15                                                                         2.3                                                        14               
15-17                                                                       9.6                                                        59               
18-20                                                                       20.7                                                     127              
21-25                                                                       28.5                                                     175              
26-30                                                                       13.8                                                      85              
31-40                                                                       19                                                        117              
40<                                                                          4.6                                                        28               
Missing                                                                   1.6                                                        10               
 
 
 
Female                                                                   14.6                                                       90                
Male                                                                       85.4                                                      525              
Missing                                                                   0                                                            0                

 

Province 

Inhabitation 

 Education 

 Job status 

Age 

Gender 
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Table 4.2- COMPUTER & INTERNET USAGE PATTERNS 
IDENTIFICATIONS 

 

Windows                                  43.7 (269)             46 (283)               8.1 (50)                    2.1(13)        
Internet                                     36.7 (226)          50.1 (308)             12.4 (76)                    0.8 (5)           
Others                                       23.7 (146)          38.7 (238)               7.8 (48)                  29.8 (183)      
 

 
10<=                                                         47.8                                                        294                
11-20                                                         22.8                                                        140  
21-30                                                         11.4                                                         70                           
31-50                                                         10.6                                                         65                           
>50                                                             2.3                                                          14                            
Missing                                                      5.2                                                           32                           

 
 
 

 
Research                                                    60.7                                                        373       
E-shopping                                                50.2                                                        309   
Web-surfing                                              36.9                                                        227      
Communication                                         80                                                           492          
Reading/Writing Weblogs                         48.1                                                       296      
Others                                                         6.5                                                          40 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Computer skills percent (frequency)

Internet Usage 
(Hour/weak) Percent                                              Frequency              

Percent                                              Frequency              Internet Usage      

      Types 
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Table 4.3- ONLINE SHOPPING PROFILE 
 IDENTIFICATIONS 

 
 

Curisity                                                                        59                                                     363              
Convenience                                                                58.2                                                  358         
Access to unavailable goods                                       45                                                     279         
Others                                                                           0.4                                                    2                

 
 

 
Via friends,relatives                                                    12.5                                                    84               
Via Internet advertisements                                         85.5                                                   530             
Via Other Advertisements                                           7.8                                                     48               
Via websurfing                                                            2.1                                                     10               

 
 

 
1-5                                                                                40.5                                                   249           
6-10                                                                              28.9                                                   178             
11-15                                                                            16.1                                                    99              
15<                                                                                6.7                                                     41          
Missing                                                                         7.8                                                     48             

 
 

 
1                                                                                   27.5                                           169                     
2                                                                                   20.5                                            126                    
3                                                                                   13.7                                             84                     
4-5                                                                                13.5                                             83                     
6-10                                                                              10.4                                             64                     
11<                                                                                 8                                                49                     
Missing                                                                         6.5                                              40                     

 
 
No                                                                                  2                                                  1                     
Maybe                                                                          18.2                                             112                   
Yes                                                                               81.6                                             502                   

 
 

 
CD-VCD & Films                                                          61.9                                            65  
Books                                                                              7.6                                              8 
Local sweeties & Handicrafts                                         6.6                                              7 
Foods                                                                               2.9                                              3  
Cosmetics                                                                        6.6                                              7 
Toys                                                                                 1.9                                             2 
Computer & mobileperipherals                                       4.8                                             5             
Notebook & Camera                                                        2.9                                            3                      
House equipments                                                           1.9                                             2 
Clothing                                                                           2.9                                             3  

Reasons for E-shopping Percent                                              Frequency 

 Learned about E-shopping Percent                                              Frequency   

Your First Shopping (Mon. ago)

Shopping frequency  (until now)  

Shop in the future? 

Percent                                             Frequency  

Percent                                      Frequency      

   Percent                                  Frequency      

Shopped Products       Percent                                 Frequency      
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Table 4.4- Service Failure & its Subsequences 
IDENTIFICATIONS                            Percent                                        Frequency  
 
 

Delivery issues                                                     29                                                                45 
Product factor                                                       13.5                                                             21 
Information factors                                               12.9                                                             20 
Security issues                                                      1.9                                                                3  
Tchnology factors                                                 3.22                                                             5  
Contact possibilities                                              3.9                                                               6  
Missing                                                                  35.5                                                            55 
 
 

Yes                                                                         51                                                              79 
No                                                                          49                                                              76 
 
 

Tel                                                                         54                                                               41  
E-mail                                                                   42                                                               32 
Both                                                                        4                                                                 3 
 
 

OnlineChat                                                            5.3                                                              4 
 
 

Low likelyhood of resolution                                40.7                                                            31 
Not important                                                        31.5                                                            24 
Not worth the conflict                                           28.9                                                            22 
Cost of complain                                                    3.9                                                              3   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Kind of Service Failure 

Complained? 

Modes used for complaining? 

Suggested communication modes 

Reasons for not complaining 
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Following Table 4.4- Service Failure & its Subsequences 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Doubts 

It may not happen the next time; I’ll try it once again; 
I did not have problems in previous purchases; can’t  
Judge based on one experience; It has not happened 
Intentionally 
 

 
 

20% 
(10) 

 
 

Hopes 
 
 

I’ll try it again after a while; failures are normal for 
a new system; It will be improved in near future; the 

   problems are resolvable; It is getting improved each 
day; in hope of improvements 

 

 
27% 
(14) 

 
 

 
It is still 
worth 

 

Fast and easy ordering; I can buy things indirectly;  
Lack of time; It is worth despite the failures 

 

 
34% 
(18) 

 
Not 

Important 

 
The problem was not important; It was a small 
problem 

 

 
4.8% 
(2) 

 
Needs 

 

I found nice books in it; I’ll buy rare goods from it; 
    To satisfy my needs;  
 

 
14.2% 

(8) 
 

 
 

Introducing 
the New 

tech. 

 
I want my friends to get familiar with the technology; 
It’s an interesting experience; I want my country to 
progress; I want others to get aware of Iran’s progress; 
I’ll tell them about the problem as well as introducing 
the shop! 

 
 

69.6% 
(45) 

 

 
Doubts+ 

hopes + Is 
still worth+ 

needs 
 

 
It is easy; It is fast; the problem happened only once; It 
has unavailable products; indirect communication; It’s 
still the best way for shopping; Convenience 

 
 

30.4% 
(20) 

Main ideas behind 
repurchases after 

the problem 
occurrence 

Explanation  % 

Frequency 

Main ideas behind 
recommendations 
after the problem 

occurrence 
Explanation 

% 

 Frequency 
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Table 4.5- Performance regarding Service failure & recovery 
 

Parameters 

 

  Sub-Parameters                           Frequency                Percent 

 
Service 
failure 

avoidance 

 
 
Problem Avoidance                                 460                           74.8 
 
 
 
 
Willing to complain                                 79                              51         
 
  

C
om

plaining 

 
 
Being able to contact                               44                            55.7 
 
 
 
 
Tried to solve the problem                       28                           63.6         
 
  

Problem
 R

esolution 

 
 
 Problem Resolved                                   18                           64.3         
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Following Table 4.5- Performance regarding Service failure & recovery: 
Comparison of Iran & US 

 
 

 

Sub-
Parameters 

 

 

                   

 

 

 Service failure 
avoidance 

 
Problem 
Avoidance 
 
 
 

 
 

72.9 

 
 

74.8 

 
 

94 

 
 

460 

 
 
Willing to 
complain 
 
 

 
 

100 

 
 

51 
 

 
 

35 

 
 

79 

 
C

om
plaining 

 
 
Being able 
to contact 
 
 

 
 

91.4 

 
 

55.7 

 
 

32 

 
 

44 

 
 
Tried to 
solve the 
problem 
 
 

 
 

93.8 

 
 

63.6 

 
 

30 

 
 

28 

           Problem
 R

esolution 

 
 
 Problem 
Resolved 
 
 

 
 

70 

 
 

64.3 

 
 

21 

 
 

18 

 
 

 
 

IRANUSA IRANUSA

Frequency Percent
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Table 4.6- Service failure impact on customers 
                                                                               
 

 
Word of Mouth 

 
-0.3  (615) 

 

 
0.00 

 
Re-buy in the future 

 
-0.36  (615) 

  
0.00 

Difference in WOM in people with & without service failure experience 
  

 
 

 
0 

(0) 

 
0.7 
(3) 

 
7.2 
(33) 

 
54.1 
(249) 

 
38 

(175) 

 
Has no 
Problem 
 
 
Has Problem 

 
0.6 
(1) 

 
3.9 
(6) 

 
27.9 
(43) 

 
51.3 
(79) 

 
16.2 
(25) 

 
 
 
0.00

Difference in retention in people with & without service failure experience 
 

             
 

1.7 
(8) 

 
28.7 
(132) 

 
69.6 
(320) 

 
Has no 
Problem 
 
 
 
Has Problem 

 
24 

(37) 

 
41.6 
(64) 

 
34.4 
(53) 

 
 
 

0.00

       Have you experienced any problem in online-shopping? No=1; Yes=2 

       Will you recommend the online-shop? Strongly discourage=5; discourage=4; neutral=3;    
recommend=4;    

       Strongly recommend=5 

       Will you consider buying at the online-shop in the future? No=1; Maybe=2; Yes=3 

P 

Word of Mouth % (frequency)
Neutral Strongly 

Discourage Discourage
Strongly 

Recommend 
Recommend P

Re-buy in the future %( frequency)
MAYBE YES NO P

r (n) 
Service Failure
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Table 4.7- The impact of service recovery elements on WOM 
  

 
 
 
No problem 

 
0 

(0) 

 
0.7 
(3) 

 
7.2 
(33) 

 
54.1 
(249) 

 
38 

(175) 

Not 
Complaining 

 
0 

(0) 

 
2.6 
(2) 

 
27.6 
(21) 

 
52.6 
(40) 

 
17.2 
(13) 

Not able to  
Contact 

 
0 

(0) 

 
2.9 
(1) 

 
34.3 
(12) 

 
54.3 
(19) 

 
8.5 
(3) 

No efforts 
To solve the 
Problem 

 
6.7 
(1) 

 
20 
(3) 

 

 
40 
(6) 

 
26.7 
(4) 

 
6.7 
(1) 

Problem not  
Resolved 
 

 
0 

(0) 

 
0 

(0) 

 
20 
(2) 

 
50 
(5) 

 
30 
(3) 

Problem  
Completely 
Resolved 

 
0 

(0) 

 
0 

(0) 

 
5.9 
(1) 

 
58.8 
(10) 

 
35.3 
(6) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Status Word of Mouth % (frequency) 

Neutral Strongly 
Discourage Discourage 

 

Strongly 
recommend 

Recommend 
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Table 4.8- The impact of service recovery elements on 
retention 

  
 
 
 

 
 
No Problem 

 
1.7 
(8) 

 
28.7 
(132) 

 
69.6 
(320) 

Not 
Complaining 

 
23.7 
(18) 

 
46.1 
(35) 

 
30.3 
(23) 

Not able to  
Contact 

 
37.1 
(13) 

 
45.7 
(16) 

 
17.1 
(6) 

No efforts 
To solve the 
Problem 

 
31.3 
(5) 

 
56.3 
(9) 

 
12.5 
(2) 

 
Problem not  
Resolved 
 

 
10 
(1) 

 
20 
(2) 

 
70 
(7) 

Problem  
Completely 
Resolved 

 
0 

(0) 

 
11.8 
(2) 

 
88.2 
(15) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Status Re-buy in the future % (frequency) 

Maybe No Yes 
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Table 4.9- the impact of service recovery elements on retention 
(detailed) 
   

 

PART A. 
 
Not 
Complaining 

 
23.7 
(18) 

 
46.1 
(35) 

 
30.3 
(23) 

 
Not able to  
Contact 

 
37.1 
(13) 

 
45.7 
(16) 

 
17.1 
(6) 

No efforts 
To solve the 
Problem 

 
31.3 
(5) 

 
56.3 
(9) 

 
12.5 
(2) 

 
 
 
 
 

0.141 
 

 

PART B. 
Not 
Complaining 

 

23.7 
(18) 

46.1 
(35) 

30.3 
(23) 

Not able to  
Contact 

 
37.1 
(13) 

 
45.7 
(16) 

 
17.1 
(6) 

No efforts 
To solve the 
Problem 

 
31.3 
(5) 

 
56.3 
(9) 

 
12.5 
(2) 

 
 
Problem not  
Resolved 

 
10 
(1) 

 
20 
(2) 

 
70 
(7) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0.013 

PART C. 
Problem not  
Resolved 

 
10 
(1) 

 
20 
(2) 

 
70 
(7) 

Problem  
Completely 
Resolved 

 
0 

(0) 

 
11.8 
(2) 

 
88.2 
(15) 

 
 
 

0.2 

Status Re-buy in the future % (frequency) 

Maybe No Yes P-value 
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Following: Table 4.9.  the impact of service recovery elements on 
retention (detailed) 
    

 

PART D. 
 
No Problem 

 
1.7 
(8) 

 
28.7 
(132) 

 
69.6 
(320) 

 
Not 
Complaining 

 
23.7 
(18) 

 
46.1 
(35) 

 
30.3 
(23) 

 
Not able to  
Contact 

 
37.1 
(13) 

 
45.7 
(16) 

 
17.1 
(6) 

No efforts 
To solve the 
Problem 

 
31.3 
(5) 

 
56.3 
(9) 

 
12.5 
(2) 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

0.000 
 
 
 

 
 

PART E. 
 
No Problem 

 
1.7 
(8) 

 
28.7 
(132) 

 
69.6 
(320) 

 
Problem not  
Resolved 
 

 
10 
(1) 

 
20 
(2) 

 
70 
(7) 

Problem  
Completely 
Resolved 

 
0 

(0) 

 
11.8 
(2) 

 
88.2 
(15) 

 
 
 
 
 

 
0.248 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Status Re-buy in the future % (frequency) 
Maybe No Yes P-value 
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Table 4.10- The impact of service recovery elements on word of 
mouth (detailed) 

  
 
 

 

PART A. 
 
Not 
Complaining 

 
2.6 
(2) 

 
27.6 
(21) 

 
69.8 
(53) 

 
Not able to  
Contact 

 
2.9 
(1) 

 
34.3 
(12) 

 
62.8 
(22) 

 
 
 

0.2 
 

 
 

 

PART B. 
 
No Problem 

 
0.7 
(3) 

 
7.2 
(33) 

 
92.1 
(424) 

Not 
complaining 

 
2.6 
(2) 

 
27.6 
(21) 

 
69.8 
(53) 

Not able to  
Contact 

 
2.9 
(1) 

 
34.3 
(12) 

 
62.8 
(22) 

 
 
 
 

0.000 
 
 

 

PART C. 
Not 
complaining 

 
2.6 
(2) 

 
27.6 
(21) 

 
69.8 
(53) 

Not able to  
Contact 

 
2.9 
(1) 

 
34.3 
(12) 

 
62.8 
(22) 

No efforts 
To solve the 
Problem 

 
26.7 
(4) 

 
40 
(6) 

 
33.4 
(5) 

 
 
 
 
 

0.00 
 

 

 
 

Status WOM % (frequency) 

Neutral Negative Positive P-Value 
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Following: Table 4.10- the impact of service recovery elements on 
word of mouth (detailed) 

  
 
 

 

PART D. 
 
Problem not  
Resolved 
 

 
0 

(0) 

 
20 
(2) 

 
80 
(8) 

Problem  
Completely 
Resolved 

 
0 

(0) 

 
5.9 
(1) 

 
94.1 
(16) 

 
 
 

0.3 
 

PART E. 
 
No Problem 

 
0.7 
(3) 

 
7.2 
(33) 

 
92.1 
(424) 

 
Problem not  
Resolved 
 

 
0 

(0) 

 
20 
(2) 

 
80 
(8) 

Problem  
Completely 
Resolved 

 
0 

(0) 

 
5.9 
(1) 

 
94.1 
(16) 

 
 
 
 
 

 
0.3 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Status WOM % (frequency) 

Neutral Negative Positive P-Value 
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4-11- Effective service recovery process (1) 
  

                                                                        Service recovery process 
 

 
 
Re-buy in the future 

 
0.42 

  
0.00 

 
WOM 

 
0.26 

 
0.00 

 
• Service recovery process=1; if the customer was not willing to complain or if customer 

was not able to contact or the shop has not tried to solve the problem.    
• Service recovery process=2  ; If the problem was not resolved satisfactorily or the 

problem was resolved satisfactorily 

 
4-12-Effective service recovery process (2) 
  

                                                                      Service recovery process 
 

 
 
Re-buy in the future 

 
0.37 

  
0.00 

 
WOM 

 
0.23 

 
0.00 

 
• Service recovery process=1 ; if the customer was not willing to complain or if customer 

was not able to contact or the shop has not tried to solve the problem. Or if the problem 
was not resolved    

• Service recovery process=2  ; If the problem was resolved satisfactorily 

 
 
 

r (n) P 

r (n) P 
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Table 4.13- The relationship of retention and WOM 
 

 
Word of Mouth 
 
Re-buy in the future 
 

 
 

 0.409 (614) 

 
 

0.00 

 
Table 4.14-Difference between Retention and WOM 

  
 

            
 

 
0.7 (3) 

 
7.2 (33) 

 
92.2  (424) 

 
Word of 
Mouth 
 
 
Re-buy in the 
future 

 
1.7 (8) 

 
28.7 (132) 

 
69.6 (320) 

 
 
 

        
0.00 

  
 
 

            
 

4.5 (1) 
 

27.9 (43) 
 

67.5 (104) 
 
Word of 
Mouth 
 
 
Re-buy in the 
future 

 
24 (37) 

 
41.6 (64) 

 
34.4 (53) 

 
 
 

        
0.00 

 

 
 
 
 

r (n) P 

No Problem

Neutral Positive Negative 

Has Problem

Neutral Positive 
      
Negative P 
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Table 4.15- Comparing repurchase intentions between low and 
high experienced online shoppers: After facing service failure 

  
 
 

 

 
 
Low 
experienced 

 
30.3 
(20) 

 
53 

(35) 

 
16.7 
(11) 

 
High 
experienced 

 
18.5 
(15) 

 
30.9 
(25) 

 
50.6 
(41) 

 
 
 

0.00 
 

 
 

Low experienced=1 if the customer has bought only once or twice from online shops 
High experienced=2 if the customer has bought more than twice from online shops 

 
 
Table 4.16- Comparing WOM between low and high experienced 
online shoppers: After facing service failure 
 
  

 
 

 
 
 
Low 
experienced 

 
1.5 
(1) 

 
4.5 
(3) 

 
31.8 
(21) 

 
53 

(35) 

 
9.1 
(6) 

 
High 
experienced 

 
0 

(0) 

 
3.8 
(3) 

 
20 

(16) 

 
52.5 
(42) 

 
23.8 
(19) 

 
 
 

0.01 

Low experienced=1 if the customer has bought only once or twice from online shops 
High experienced=2 if the customer has bought more than twice from online shops 

 

Status Re-buy in the future % (frequency) 

Maybe No Yes P 

Status Word of Mouth % (frequency) 

Neutral 
Strongly 

Discourage Discourage 
Strongly 

Recommend Recommend P 
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Figure 4.1. Online shopping flowchart (Iran) 

 
 
 
 

64.3
(18) 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

NO 

25.2 
(155) 

  51 
(79)

55.7
(44) 

63.6 
(28) 

49 
(76) 

44.3
(35)

36.4
(16) 

YES 

NO NO NO 

Bad   
experience

Able to 
contact?

Willing to 
complain? 

Did the online shop 
make efforts to fix 
the problem? 

Problem 
resolved?

Would you voluntarily recommend the online shop to your friends?-Would you consider 
shopping at this online shop in the future? 

35.7 
(10) 

NO 74.8 
(460) 
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 Figure 4.2- service failure & recovery's impact on customer reactions   

Tried to solve the  problem?

Willing to complain? 

Whole Online shoppers

 Word Of Mouth Re-buy in the 
future 

Negative 26.7 31.3 
Neutral 40 56.3 
Positive 33.3 12.5 

 

 Word Of Mouth Re-buy in the 
future 

Negative 0 10 
Neutral 20 20 
Positive 80 70 

 

 Word Of Mouth Re-buy in the 
future 

Negative 6.4 24.4 

Neutral 28.2 37.2 

Positive 65.4 38.5 

 Word Of Mouth Re-buy in the 
future 

Negative 9.3 14 
Neutral 23.3 30.2 
Positive 67.4 55.8 

 

 Word Of Mouth Re-buy in the 
future 

Negative 0 3.7 
Neutral 14.8 14.8 
Positive 85.2 81.5 

 Word Of Mouth Re-buy in the 
future 

Negative 0 0 
Neutral 5.9 11.8 
Positive 94.1 88.2 

 

Able to Contact?

Problem resolved?

Yes

No 

No

 Word Of Mouth Re-buy in the 
future 

Negative 2.6 23.7 
Neutral 27.6 46.1 
Positive 69.8 30.3 

 

 Word Of Mouth Re-buy in the 
future 

Negative 2.9 37.1 
Neutral 34.3 45.7 
Positive 62.8 17.1 

 

Yes

Yes 

No

No 

Yes

 Word Of Mouth Re-buy in the 
future 

Negative 4.5 24 

Neutral 27.9 41.6 

Positive 67.5 34.4 

 

 Word Of Mouth Re-buy in the 
future 

Negative 0.7 1.7 
Neutral 7.2 28.7 
Positive 92.1 69.6 

 

Does have Problem?

No 

Yes 

 Word Of 
Mouth 

Re-buy in the 
future 

Negative 1.6 7.3 
Neutral 12.4 31.9 
Positive 86 60.7 
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Whole Online shoppers 

No Yes 

 
   
USA IRAN USA IRAN 

Negative 10.8 1.6 11.6 7.3 
Neutral 16.3 12.4 19.4 31.9 
Positive 72.8 86 69 60.7 
 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Word Of Mouth Re-buy in the 
future 

 

USA IRAN USA IRAN 
Negative 100 26.7 100 31.3 
Neutral 0 40 0 56.3 
Positive 0 33.3 0 12.5 

 

Word Of Mouth Re-buy in the 
future 

 

USA IRAN USA IRAN 
Negative 88.9 0 100 10 
Neutral 11.1 20 0 20 
Positive 0 80 0 70 

 

Word Of Mouth Re-buy in the 
future 

 

USA IRAN USA IRAN 
Negative  6.4  24.4 

Neutral  28.2  37.2 

Positive  65.4  38.5 

Word Of Mouth Re-buy in the 
future 

 

USA IRAN USA IRAN 
Negative  9.3  14 
Neutral  23.3  30.2 
Positive  67.4  55.8 

Word Of Mouth Re-buy in the 
future 

 

USA IRAN USA IRAN 
Negative  0  3.7 
Neutral  14.8  14.8 
Positive  85.2  81.5 

Word Of Mouth Re-buy in the 
 future 

 

USA IRAN USA IRAN 
Negative 0 0 0 0 

Neutral 28.5 5.9 38.1 11.8 

Positive 71.5 94.1 61.9 88.2 

Able to Contact?

Tried to solve the problem?

Problem resolved? 

No 

Word Of Mouth Re-buy in the 
future 

 

USA IRAN USA IRAN 
Negative 0 2.6 0 23.7 
Neutral 0 27.6 0 46.1 
Positive 0 69.8 0 30.3 

 

Word Of Mouth Re-buy in the 
future 

 

USA IRAN USA IRAN 
Negative 100 2.9 100 37.1 
Neutral 0 34.3 0 45.7 
Positive 0 62.8 0 17.1 

 

Yes 

Willing to complain?

No 
Word Of Mouth Re-buy in the 

future 
 

USA IRAN USA IRAN 
Negative 37.1 4.5 40 24 

Neutral 20 27.9 22.9 41.6 

Positive 42.9 67.5 37.1 34.4 

Word Of Mouth Re-buy in the 
future 

 

USA IRAN USA IRAN 
Negative 1.1 0.7 1.1 1.7 
Neutral 14.9 7.2 18.1 28.7 
Positive 84 92.1 81 69.6 
 

Does have Problem? 

Yes 

Figure 4.3- service failure & recovery's impact on customer reactions: Iran-USA  
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Chapter 5 
Discussion and Conclusion 
 
5. Discussion and Conclusion 
 

In the last chapter of our thesis, we will attempt to answer our research questions 
and conclusions will be drawn based on the theory and the results. Then, implications 
for management, theory and suggestions for future research will be given. 
 
5.1. Discussion 

In this part, we will discuss the answers of our research questions and other 

findings, based on the results and theories. 

5.1.1- RQ1: How often does service failure occur and what is its 
impact on customer's retention and WOM? 

As we can see from table 5.5, problem avoidance rate in Iran is equal to 

74.8%. It means that only 26.2% have faced problems in their online shopping.  This 

rate is almost equal to the rate that has been reported in Hampton Inns hotel by 

Roland rust (1992), which was 25%, and the rate that is reported by Ahmad (2002) 

for the online shops in US, which constituted 27.1%.  

The impact of Service failure (avoidance) on customer retention and WOM: 

Based on the results we will discuss two themes, which are first the impact of 

service failure on customers and second the “service failure avoidance” strategy. On 

the one hand, as it was to be expected, service failures (table 4.6) have significant 
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(p=0) negative relationship with WOM (r=-0.3) and repurchase intention (r=-0.3), 

which means that service failure has negative impact on WOM and retention. Many 

authors such as Ahmad (2002) report a negative relationship between service failure 

occurrence and customer repurchase intention and WOM. Keaveney (1995) has 

identified service failure as a major cause of customer defection and Bailey (1994) 

and Mattila (2001) said that service failure concludes into negative WOM behavior. 

Thus, the result of our study complies with the theories provided by Ahmad, 

Keaveney, Bailey, and Mattila.  

On the other hand, WOM and repurchase intention of those who did not have 

problems are significantly more negative than those who experienced problems. Thus, 

we can say that service recovery is not retaining customers and making positive 

WOM as much as problem avoidance strategy does. This result complies with 

Cranage’s (2004) theory: “there is no guarantee that any service recovery strategy 

will completely offset the negative effects of a service failure and leave a fully 

satisfied customer as there is with getting it right the first time."  Furthermore, this 

result complies with rust (1992) finding, which says: “repurchase intentions of 

customers, who did not face problems in the first place, have been higher than those 

who experienced problems regardless of their complaints being reported or resolved”.  

5.1.2- RQ2: What is the impact of different states of service 
recovery on customer retention and WOM in online shops and 
what is the online shops performance in regard with service 
recovery? 

We first start to discuss the impact of different service recovery states on 

customer reactions, and then we will move on to discuss the online shops 

performance.  
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5.1.2.1-The impact of different states of service recovery on 
customer retention and WOM 

In this part, the impact of "not willing to complain", "Not able to complain", 

"no effort / denial", "not resolved", "resolved" on customer repurchase intention and 

WOM will be discussed, in turn. 

Willingness to complain – ability to complain- efforts to solve the problem: 

This impact has been analyzed in tables 4.7 to 4.12. In effect, three states of 

the service recovery make the customer react in a negative way (i.e. making negative 

WOM and having negative repurchase intentions). These three states are, firstly, the 

conditions in which customer experiences a problem but is not willing to complain 

(negative WOM=2.6%; Negative repurchase intention=23.7%).  Secondly, the 

condition in which he wants to complain but is not able to contact the representative, 

because of poor communication modes (negative WOM=2.9%; Negative repurchase 

intention=37.1%). Thirdly, is the condition in which customer complains but the 

service representatives does not make any effort to solve the problem (negative 

WOM=26.7%; Negative repurchase intention=31.3%). In these three situations, 

customer reactions are significantly (p=0) more negative in compare to the situation 

in which customers are satisfied (i.e. do not have problems). However, it seems that 

in one of these three states - when customer complains but the service representatives 

do not make any effort to solve the problem - the negative WOM reaction is 

significantly even more negative (p=0) than the two other states. (table 4.9, part A; B; 

D and table 4.10 part A; B; C).  

Cranage (2004) does not talk about service recovery elements separately, but 

says on whole that poor service recoveries seem to aggravate the dissatisfaction with 

the initial service failure; In the same way, Blodget et al (1995) and Singh (1990), say 

that negative perception of responsiveness results in negative WOM and/or exit. 

Furthermore, Ahmad (2002) results have shown 0% “non-complainants”, however, 

his study indicates that the respondents of two groups of “not able to contact” and "no 
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effort" have all (100%) said that they will not consider shopping from that online 

shop in the future and that they will discourage others as well. 

Actually, our study complies with Blodgett et al (1995), Singh (1990), and 

Cranage (2004) theories and Ahmad’s results as well, since poor recoveries and 

responses (i.e. “not able to contact” and “no effort”) have concluded into negative 

repurchase intention and WOM. Yet, there is a difference between the results of our 

study with that of Ahmad. That is, the reactions of US online shoppers are strongly 

negative in “no effort” or “not able to contact” situations, whilst these negative 

reactions are much less in Iran. To clarify this point we can mention the most 

negative reaction rates of Iranian customers, which can be seen in "no effort" group 

(figure 4.3). In fact, 31.3% of this group said that they will not re-buy from that 

online shop in the future and 26.7% of them said that they would discourage or 

strongly discourage others from buying from that shop, whilst 100% of the US 

shoppers in this group, have been defected and engaged in making bad WOM. 

Furthermore, these rates are 37.1% and 2.9% for the “not able to contact” group, in 

turn, in Iran, whereas it is again 100% defection and Negative WOM for US online 

shopper.  

This difference could be explained in a number of ways as following: One 

possible explanation could be a lower level of expectations in Iranian customers. In 

fact, such a phenomenon exists for PRC (i.e. Chine) customers. In this regard Hui 

(2001) quotes that PRC customers have much lower expectations on service quality 

(i.e. service recovery) than industrialized countries, due to their underdeveloped 

service industry. He implies that Chinese awareness of consumer rights and existence 

of consumer protection laws are far behind that of western. Thus, seeking redress is 

much less than in western industrialized countries. Hui’s explanation seems to fit to 

the existing situation in Iran as well. Furthermore, there exits an alternative reason for 

lower recovery expectation of Iranian customers as following: considering that 

Internet payment does not exist in Iran (June,2005) and many online shops in Iran are 

running with DOC system, the failures might be less serious than in common Internet 

payment (i.e. pre-paid) systems, which were mostly used in US, because in DOC the 
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customer will pay money when he/she accepts the parcel. Consequently, since 

expectations from service recovery differ based on the type of failure (Johnsson and 

Fern, 1995), we could associate lower recovery expectations of Iranian customers 

also to this payment system. 

Another reason for why there are less defections and negative WOM in 

Iranian online shoppers in compare to US might be because of competitions status: 

Another factor that may be causing part of this difference could be the existence of 

spurious loyalty in online shopping in Iran. That is, online shoppers may be 

dissatisfied but stay with the firm because they perceive no choice. In fact, some 

online shops are providing the customers with products that are not available in 

traditional local shops. Thus, customers may repurchase from these kinds of online 

shops despite their low performance and their dissatisfaction, until they do not have 

another choice. Spurious loyal customers may exist in US as well, however, its rates 

might be much less than in Iran, since this industry is new in Iran and competition is 

still not high in this field. 

Finally, the last alternative explanation could be mentioned in accordance 

with the newness of online shop industry in Iran. That is, the Iranian customer seems 

not to have a clear image of this system, as some customer’s explanations revealed 

the fact that they are looking doubtfully to the system or are hopping for 

improvements. (See table 4.4 - Hopes, Doubts, it is still worth, needs).. Thus, these 

customers may not have initial negative attitude to failure. However, according to 

Boschhoff (1997) if the failure will be repeated for them, the resulting dissatisfaction 

may gradually “decay” into overall negative attitude toward the firm. Yet, the US 

shopper has clear expectation from the service quality, which concludes into straight 

dissatisfaction. 

Efforts made but problem is still not resolved: 

Interestingly, it does not matter to the Iranian customer whether their problem 

has been completely solved or not, instead it is important for them to feel that service 
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representatives have made efforts to solve their problems. In fact, customers will be 

significantly driven into positive WOM and positive repurchase intentions, just as 

they feel that the service representative has made efforts to solve their problems. This 

fact has been interpreted from the statistic tests in table 4.9 part C; D and table 4.10 

part D; E. In those tables, we can see that customer reactions are significantly (p=0) 

more positive in "problem not resolved despite efforts" state in compare to the three 

above mentioned negative states (i.e. "not willing to complain", "not able to contact", 

“no effort”). Furthermore, statistics test indicates that positive WOM and repurchase 

intention in "not resolved" group is not significantly different from that of the 

"complete resolved group" (i.e. p= 0.2 for repurchase and p=0.3 for WOM). 

Yet, many studies just show "complete problem resolution" as a determinant 

of positive behaviors. For instance, Boschhoff (1997) illustrates a model, in which the 

customer reactions after service recovery were not depending on representatives 

making efforts (i.e. willingness) to solve the problem but on whether the right efforts 

(i.e. correct options) have been made. Furthermore Rust et al (1992) and Hays et al 

(1999) have not distinguished problem resolution into willingness and successful 

resolution, yet Hays (1999) denotes the not resolved group as dissatisfied customers, 

whilst the resolved group as satisfied ones and Rust reported much lower repurchase 

intentions (60%) in not resolved group in compare to resolved group (90%).  

Moreover, Ahmad (2002) reports 100% defection and 88.9% NWOM in the group of 

customers who confronted unsuccessful efforts of online shops, whereas this rate falls 

to 0% in problem completely resolved group.  

In compare to the above-mentioned studies, Iranian customer seems to be less 

influenced by the results of the efforts than the efforts, themselves. This is specially 

obvious if we compare our results directly to the findings of Ahmad (2002) , whilst, 

100% of US respondents are led into defection and 88.9% into making bad WOM, 

when their problems are not resolved, only 10% of Iranian online shoppers are being 

defected and none of them will make bad WOM, in the same situation (figure 4.3). 

This difference is according to “making effort” factor, which turns the Iranian 

unhappy customers into happy ones, whereas, it has not such a positive effect on the 
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US online shopper. The reasons of why this factor is acting that different in these two 

nations may be as following: 

One interpretation for the existence of such a difference could be lower 

customer expectations in Iran, which in turn results in positive behavior of customers 

by minor recovery strategies. Yet, notice should be given that in this case we would 

expect higher positive reactions to “complete resolution”. Although this is not the 

case and positive WOM and repurchase intention in “problem completely resolved” 

group are not significantly higher than that of “not resolved” group, this statistical 

result might have been achieved because of the low rate of cases in the last branches. 

Actually, the percentage of repurchase intention has been 18% more in “resolved 

group” in compare to “not resolved” group, as it is 88.2% against 70% and it is 94.1% 

against 80% for WOM. Yet, further research with larger samples is needed to disclose 

this matter. To reach higher level of samples in last branches, more than 750 

responses should be received in the first place, which needs an initial sample of more 

than 12000 online shoppers. 

Another alternative explanation for this difference may be the impact of 

cultures. Some studies such as Hui (2001) have provided theories, which say that 

perceptions of the fairness of service recovery processes are cultural dependent. This 

means that some service recovery processes may be of varied importance to different 

nations. In this case “making effort” should have been of great importance to Iranian 

people. In this regard our finding on Iranian shopper matches with that of Hui (2001) 

on Chinese people. Hui (2001) defines Chinese to be of "collectivists" culture, who 

are more conscious with their relationship with other people and put high values on 

conflict avoidance, group harmony, and respect. Chinese rather seem to be responsive 

to the fairness of the process of service recovery, which could be a symbol of respect. 

If we consider Iranian as collectivists, their positive responses to "representatives 

willingness and efforts to solve their problems" (i.e. service recovery process) might 

be because of their respect perception of this process. Yet, this study has not focused 

on the fairness/ respectfulness of the service recovery process. It just disclosed that 

Iranian customers are likely to differ in their responses to service recovery strategies. 
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Further research can unveil this difference in more details, especially if it will be 

conducted on an old and stable industry of this country. 

Problem completely resolved: 

Finally, as it was to be expected, those customers whose problem is 

completely resolved have high positive repurchase intentions (88.2%) and high 

positive WOM (94.1%).  In this regard, our study complies with the following studies 

and theories: According to Hays and Hill (1999) and Johnston (1999), solving the 

customer complaints restore the customer to satisfied or delighted state. Thus, based 

on Schneider and Bowen (1999) theory, these customers should have positive WOM 

and repurchase intentions. Moreover, the problem resolved group in the study of Rust 

(1992) has 90% repurchase intentions, which is about the same as in our study (i.e. 

88.2%). Ahmad (2002) has also reported the highest positive WOM and repurchases 

intentions of his study to be achieved in this group of customers. 

The effective service recovery process 

The summery of all the above results led us to assume the effective service 

recovery, as following: customer's willingness and ability to complain and supplier's 

effort to solve those complaints are necessary for an effective service recovery. That 

is, if these elements fail, the customer will be outraged (defected and make bad 

WOM). Apparently, based on our results, making efforts is in most cases enough to 

win the customers back and make positive WOM. No need to emphasize that the 

complete problem resolution's positive effect on repurchase intention and positive 

WOM is for sure. This assumption has been tested true two correlations (table 4.15 

and 4.16), in which effective service recovery was once defined as just making efforts 

to solve complaints and the other time as solving the problems completely. The 

results confirmed that the association of "trying to solve problems" with positive 

WOM and repurchases (r=0.4) is even as strong as "complete problem resolution" 

with these intentions. On whole we can say that this result complies with Davis 

Cranage: "Maxham (2001) study indicates that moderate to high service recovery 
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efforts increase post service failure purchase intention and positive WOM". 

Comparing our result in detail with Rust (1992), Sohel (2002) and Hays (1999), in 

which winning customers back is implied to be achieved when problem resolution is 

completely done, Iranian customers have been won back by easier service recovery 

processes. They have not been completely outraged in negative states of service 

recovery and have been won back by positive responses. As discussed in details, we 

referred these differences to different cultures, the newness of the industry, lower 

expectations of customers from service recovery and existence of DOC system.  

5.1.2.2- Online shops performance regarding service recovery  

Service recovery performance is discussed further in two parts of complaining 

and problem resolution. Moreover, complaining is also discussed in two parts of 

encouraging complaints and facilitating communications.   

Complaining: encouraging complaints 

As mentioned before, half of the customers were not willing to complain. Our 

findings fit with many existing theories, which say that most of customer's do not 

bother to report (Brown, 1987; Andreasen & Best, 1977; Rust, 1992). However, in 

comparison of this rate to the study of Ahmad (2002), in which all (100%) of 

customers were willing to complain, our rate in Iran is much lower. This difference 

may refer to the different cultures of the two nations. 

In regard with this factor, there is still another difference, which we have to 

mention, between the theory and our results. That is, our result does not seem to 

follow the Fornell (1987) view, which says that the level of voice is greater in 

monopoly markets, because of less opportunity to exit. Actually, in compare to US 

online shops in year 2002, we may be able to say that this industry in Iran is in a 

moderate monopoly situation, but its complaint rate has been much lower than in US 

in 2002.  
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Actually, a witness for the claim that online shops in Iran are in a moderate 

monopoly by now is that some customers (14.2%) said they would buy again from 

the particular online shop despite the failures because of their need (see table 4.4). 

Eighty one percent said that they would repurchase from the online shop that they had 

problems with because they hope it will or may be improved or that it is still worth to 

buy from (table 4.4). Moreover, 45% said that (table 4.3) one of their reasons to buy 

from the Internet is to reach unavailable (i.e. rare) goods, which means that 

conventional shops are not an alternative for these shops by now. Yet, considering the 

possible monopoly in Iran, Rust (1992) has reported 50% non-complainants in 

Hampton Inns hotels, which is equal to our studies result and Ahmad (2002) has 

reported 0% non-complainants in online shops in US, which is much less than Iran. 

The voice rate that Ahmad reports is related to year 2002 in US. According to the 

history of dotcom bust, high competitions have already existed in online environment 

in those years.  

Therefore, we may have to review the voice behavior in monopoly situation. 

As far as our study shows, we can explain the reason for the low rate of voice in the 

monopoly situation of Iran as following:  In our study, the reason for not complaining 

was most of all (40%) because of low likelihood of resolution. In fact, when 

monopoly situation exist, it makes sense that business managers are not forced to 

keep customers satisfied -because of lack of competitors-, thus they try less to solve 

the complaints, which in turn has concluded into less complaint rates. Therefore, we 

doubt, whether complaint rate is really lower in monopoly situation. In fact, author 

believes that this issue needs more investigations. 

Complaining: communication facilities 

To report complaints 56.4% have used phone and 42% have used e-mails as 

communication modes. However, about only half (55.7%) of the complainants were 

able to communicate and 44.3% did not succeed to complain. In effect, from those 

who were not able to contact the shops, 74.3% said that their e-mails went 

unanswered and 22.9% reported busy or unanswered phone lines. The study of 
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Ahmad (2002) about online shops in US identified that only 10% of those who 

wanted to complain, were not able to contact the online shops. In the light of the 

above remarks, we can see that the communication facilities are much weaker in 

Iranian online shops in compare to US online shops.  

If we consider willingness and ability to contact as a whole and call it as 

“reporting complaints”, then only 28.3% of dissatisfied customers have reported their 

complaints in Iranian online shops. Yet, this rate is 50% in the study of Rust (1992) in 

Hampton Inns hotel. Therefore, it seems that Iranian online shops performance 

regarding “reporting complaints” process is less than Hampton Inns. This lower 

performance seems to be related to communication facilities, because reporting 

complaint in an hotel environment is much more face to face and needs less 

communication modes than in e-environment and anyone who is willing to complain 

will almost always report the complain in a hotel.  

The comparisons of our results with the study of Ahmad, as well as the 

present comparison, both have shown us that weak communication modes are 

lowering the complaint reporting performance in online shops in Iran.  This weakness 

mostly seems to exist in e-mail mode. As we said, 74.3% of the e-mails went 

unanswered, which is a very high rate. Actually, e-mail communications are still not 

quite official in different Iranian organizations. Often no responsible persons are 

allocated to answer the organizations entered e-mails; however, it's obvious that 

online shoppers are using this mode up to 50%. 

 Problem resolution: 

In regard with complaint resolution, we can see that from the 44 reported 

problems only 18 (40.9%) were completely resolved in Iranian online shops. This rate 

is 70% in Hampton Inns hotel reported by Rust (1992), which indicates a much lower 

performance in problem resolution in online shops in Iran. Furthermore, if we analyze 

this performance in more details, this low problem resolution is mostly due to poor 

responses of the service representatives (i.e. 16 poor responses to 44 complaints, 
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61.53%).  The existence of those poor responses comply with the theories of Cranage 

(2004), Hoffman et al (2000) and Tax& Brown 1998, which say that very few firms 

try to learn out of their mistakes and that they mostly look at complaints negatively. 

In addition, it complies with the study of Bitner, Bomms and Tetreault (1990) which 

found that 42.9% of dissatisfying encounters were the result of employees 

unwillingness to respond to a service failure. Moreover, Ahmad (2002) has found that 

only 6.3% of those who complain confront poor responses. A comparison of the 

result of our study with Ahmad shows that, online shops in Iran are not performing as 

well as US regarding “efforts/ responssiveness”. 

5.1.3- Other findings 

As was to be expected, there has been a significant (p=0) positive relationship 

(r=0.4) between WOM and repurchase intention (Table 4.13). According to Fornell, 

1992 there is a positive association between WOM and retention. Furthermore, 

according to Parasuraman et al, 1988 satisfaction, and Propensity to recommend the 

supplier’s offer to other customers (positive WOM) are in a positive association with 

each other. Thus, since WOM and retention are both influenced by satisfaction, we 

expect them to be in a positive association with each other and vary in the same way, 

in different situations. This result complies with the findings of Ahmad 2002 as well, 

in which he reports a positive association between WOM and repurchases intention.  

From the observed numbers in the results, it seemed that people behave more 

positive in regard with WOM than retention in the similar situations. Therefore, 

WOM was tested against Retention and we found that regardless of facing service 

failures or not, customers were significantly (p=0) more positive regarding WOM 

than repurchase intentions. As far as the author searched for a related theory, nothing 

has been found. The reason of such a phenomenon seems to the author to be in the 

newness of this industry. According to table 4.4 of the results, apparently, the reasons 

of recommendation and repurchases are almost the same except in one field. In fact, 

there is one main important reason stated by the shoppers in regard with 

recommending the shops, which is not stated for repurchase intention. That is many 
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people actually seem just wanting to introduce the known online shops because they 

are excited about them, not that they are satisfied with them. Evidently, more research 

on this matter is needed in new industries. 

We tested WOM and repurchase intentions in different groups. Actually, the 

WOM and repurchases intentions is significantly more positive in the group of 

customers who had problems and had shopped online “more than twice” in compare 

to those who had problems & only “one or two” online shopping experiences (see 

table 4.15 & 4.16). This result complies with Boulding (1993) theory. In fact he has 

argued that a “failure occurring early in the customer’s relationship with a supplier 

will be perceived more adversely than one which occurs later in a relationship 

because the customer has less experience of successful service experiences to 

counterbalance the failure”.  

5.2. Implications  

The discussion and conclusions that have been drawn in the previous section 

finally bring this thesis to an end. Here implications for the various fields where this 

study can be useful will be presented. These are implications for management, theory 

and future research.  

5.2.1. Implications to management 

The most important point that the managers of the Iranian online shops should 

take into consideration, is that this industry seems not to be in a stable situation by 

now and the market signals should be interpreted with caution. As Porter (2001) says: 

" It is understandable, to look for market place outcomes for guidelines, when 

confronting with a new business. But, in the early stages of the rollout of any 

important new technology, market signals can be unreliable". That is, a sales figure 

seems to be unreliable by now because most of the people have claimed that they are 

just buying online out of curiosity. Furthermore, number of buyers who will be driven 

to Internet seems to be increasing tremendously since everybody is introducing the 

known shops to others (WOM). A prove for this claim is that IrPostStore's unique 
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online shoppers have grown form 20000 in June 2005 to 80000 in OCT 2005. Thus as 

porter (2001) says, notice should be taken not to correlate the revenue with numbers 

of unique users ("reach"), number of site visitors, or click through rates.  

It is also quite important to know that online shops are getting multiplied 

rapidly, as it has risen from 38 online shops in june 2005 (just in IrPostStore system) 

to 158 online shops in OCT 2005. The major reason to that is mentioned as low 

barriers to entry which is a danger sign (Michael Porter, 2001). In such a high 

competitive market, marketers should concentrate attention on retaining rather than 

attracting new customers (Reichheld & Schefter, 2000). Apparently, service failure 

has impact on customer defection and has impact on new customers' defection in 

particular. Thus, since most of the customers are new in Iranian online shop industry, 

much attention should be paid to service failures. Getting it right the first time is the 

first and best strategy in dealing with failures (Cranage, 2004). They should be 

avoided as much as possible through proactive planning, training, anticipating 

customer needs and possible service failures and eliminating the most likely areas of 

them instead of reactive fixing of failures (Cranage, 2004). 

In the case of service failure occurrence, efficient service recovery should be 

in place to retain these customers that have confronted failures. The Iranian online 

shopper is even happy by positive responses from service recovery at least by now. 

Thus, much emphasize should be paid to training and empowering the front-line 

employees to make them listen to customers and respond to their needs. The poor 

responses of employee are by far a weakness in the present Iranian service recovery 

system, which is causing main customer defections. The other important weakness of 

the present service recovery is that most of the customers are not willing to complain 

because they feel that their problems will not be resolved and find complaining as a 

complex process with high social involvements. Therefore, managers should use 

some complaint encouragement systems such as service guarantees, which not only 

forces 'marketing to only make promises that operations can support, but also have a 

great effect on customers trust in a companies commitment to service quality. Yet, a 

service recovery should not be offered until every point of an online shops operation 
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is audited for its capability with regard to avoiding failures and existence of an 

adequate service recovery strategy. More over the filing of complaints should be easy 

and hassle free and be possible through different communication modes including 

telephone and e-mails. An informed and empowered front-line employee should be 

responsible to respond to the e-mailed complaints as quick as possible. 

 5.2.2. Implications for theory 

Past researches have provided us with theory from which we have formed our 

purpose and research questions. We have in this thesis explored, described and tried 

to begin to explain the whole pattern of service failure-recovery and their impacts on 

customer, in Iranian online shops. In regard with service failure, we have explored 

and described the frequency of service failure occurrence, its impact on customers. 

Then in accordance with service recovery, we found online shops performance in 

regard with service recovery and its impact on Iranian customer behavior. 

This thesis contribution to theory is based on empirical studies of the 

investigated phenomenon through 650 online shopper's experiences from their 

shopping, and can serve as a base for further research. Due to that Online shopping is 

a new phenomenon in Iran and is changing very rapidly, there are still a large amount 

of issues that needs to be explored, described and explained. 

5.2.3. Implications for further research 

This thesis has given us an insight of the existing service failure-recovery 

pattern and the related impact on customers in the online shop industry in Iran. This 

subject is new in Iranian environment and there is plenty to explore in this regard, to 

achieve a comprehensive understanding of service failures and effective service 

recovery in different industries of this country. Our suggestions for future research 

are: 

� As this survey was running (June 2005), online shopping was still in its very 
early stages and the industry seemed to be small. Yet, the study unveiled that 
people are introducing this industry to each other and that many are attracted 
to buy from this system out of curiosity. These attractions are also obvious 
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through the number of online shoppers, which has increased tremendiously 
during June to OCT 2005 from 20000 to 80000, just in IrPostStore 
organization. Yet, this increase in the number of online shoppers, which may 
possibly be interpreted as successful business rollout, could be unreliable. 
Thus, it is quite useful and essential to conduct future studies, which show 
how many loyal, defected or new customers exist in this industry as the 
industry is expanding? 

 
� Considering the youngness of the online shop industry in Iran, there are two 

factors, which may strengthen the negative attitude of customers toward 
service failure or poor service recovery by the passage of time. First factor is 
the increase in competition and decline in spurious loyalty and the second 
factor could be the repeated bad experiences (i.e. service failures or poor 
recoveries) to customers. Thus, instead of relying just on the results of this 
study as the reaction of Iranian shopper to failure and poor recovery, it would 
be quite interesting to repeat this study after a while in this industry to see 
whether people will react to negative situations the same as before? 

 
� Moreover, it seems that the failures seriousness and consequently the 

customer’s expectation from service recovery may differ from DOC payment 
system to Internet payment system. Thus, considering that the ‘Internet 
payment’ system has been activated recently, as well, in Iran, it is worthwhile 
to compare the service failures nature and service recovery expectations 
between these two payment systems and see how they differ from each other? 

 
� The findings of this study have been compared to similar studies and out of 

this comparison, conclusion have been drawn that Iranian’s reaction to service 
recovery may differ from elsewhere. Yet, the nature of service failures, which 
are happening in Iranian online shops, might be different from what is 
happening in US online shops. Thus, a better way to conduct a research in this 
regard is to compare two nations reactions against the same kind of service 
failure and proceeding similar recoveries, to see how they exactly differ from 
each other? 

 
� According to Hui’s study (2001) and our findings, we concluded that the 

Iranian customer might have lower expectations than customers of 
industrialized countries. In addition, we also concluded that respect perception 
might have a stronger impact on Iranian customer than customers with 
consumerism culture (see Hui, 2001). Further research in regard with these 
two assumptions is needed to see whether they are correct or not? 

 
� With respect to retention, "future purchase intention" that we used in our 

study, is only one possible indicator (Enis and Paul, 1970). Studies can be 
conducted, which measure the real repurchases by implying a different 
methodology 
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� Our study showed that WOM is more positive than repurchase intentions. 
Based on the online shopper’s explanations, the reason seemed to be that 
customers were interested to introduce the new technology (industry) to each 
other. In order to test this matter it would be interesting to check the pattern of 
WOM and repurchase intentions against each other in an old industry, to see 
whether WOM is still more positive or not? 

 
� According to Fornell and Wernfelt (1987), the complaint rate is higher in 

monopoly situation, due to lack of other choices. Yet, our study does not seem 
to follow this theory (see section 5.1.2.2). Thus, it is worthwhile to have a 
comparison of willingness to complain in monopoly and non-monopoly 
situations.  
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APPENDIX A 

Appendix A: Questionnaire- English version 
 
Dear online shopper, 

We would like to invite all of the online shoppers to participate in the filling of the 
present questionnaire. In between the people who participate in this questionnaire 
filling, some will randomly win prizes such as golden coins. However, only those 
online shoppers will be participated in this lottery, which have filled up the 
questionnaire, COMPLETELY. The questionnaire will be active for two weeks and 
the time of lottery will be one week after the questionnaire gets inactive. We will 
contact the winners through their e-mail addresses or phone numbers. This 
questionnaire has been designed for a research, which is trying to reduce some 
important problems of the online shops and satisfy their customers. So, please help us 
in this regard and try your chance for winning the prizes, just by allocating few 
minutes to the questionnaire. (Do not answer the star signs if you don’t need or want 
to.) 
 

1- E-mail address:                                 Phone number: 

 

2-Province                     City:                             Village: 

 

3- Education:  

      PhD ٱ    Master ٱ    Bachelor ٱ    diploma ٱ    High school ٱ    Primary school ٱ   

 

4- Job 
 Business owner ٱ    Full-time employee ٱ    part-time employee ٱ    Jobless ٱ   

 

5- Age  

 

6- Gender:    ٱ Male     ٱ Female 

 

7- What computer skills are you familiar with? 

                                       Excellent       good        intermediate         weak 

             Internet                  ٱ                  ٱ                      ٱ                ٱ    

             Windows               ٱ                  ٱ                      ٱ                ٱ              

*Other:   
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8- On average how many hours do you spend on the Internet per weak?                

 

9- Please mention the most important reasons you use the Internet: 

        Reading/writing Web Logs ٱ    Web surfing ٱ    Online shopping ٱ    Research ٱ

  Communications such as e-mail & chat              *Other  ٱ

  

 

10- How did you get familiar with E-shopping? 

   Via Internet advertisements  ٱ    .Via friends, relatives, etc ٱ

  :Web surfing       * Other ٱ          Other advertisements ٱ

 

11- What was your reason for shopping online? 

  :Access to unavailable goods   *other ٱ   Convenience ٱ    Curiosity ٱ

 

12-When did you first shopped online:                        months ago 

 

13- Approximately how many times have you shopped online until now?  

   

14-Will you shop from the Internet in the future? 

 Yes ٱ   Maybe ٱ    No ٱ      

 

*15- Please mention (some of) the products that you’ve shopped online: 

 

 

 

16- Any bad experience with online shopping? 

 

 Yes ٱ    No ٱ

 

If you answered “no” to question # 16 please go to question #23, otherwise, 
please continue 
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17- Please give a brief description of your problem: 

 

 

18- Did you try to contact the online shop regarding your problem? 

    No ٱ    Yes ٱ

     if not what has been the reason? 
 

 
If you answered “no” to question #18 please go to question #23, otherwise, 
please continue 
 
19- How did you contact the online shop? 

 :E-mail   * Other ٱ    Telephone ٱ

   *What other ways will enhance the communication facilities 

 

20- Were you able to contact the online shop? 

  No ٱ    Yes ٱ

* Comments   

 
 
If you answered “no” to question #20 please go to question #23, otherwise, 
please continue 
 

21- Did the online product/service provider  (online shop) make an effort to fix the 
problem? 

  No ٱ    Yes ٱ

* If yes, How?   
 

If you answered “no” to question #21 please go to question #23, otherwise, 
please continue 
 

22- Was the problem completely resolved to you satisfaction? 

  No ٱ    Yes ٱ

* Comments: 
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23- Would you consider shopping at this e-commerce site(s) (the sites which you had 
problems with) in the future? 

 Yes ٱ   Maybe ٱ    No ٱ

    Please mention the reason of your answer in the above question: 

 

 

24-Would you voluntarily recommend this e-commerce site (online shop) to your 
friends? 

      Discourage ٱ    Neutral ٱ   recommend ٱ   strongly recommend ٱ

         strongly discourage ٱ

    Please mention the reason of your answer in the above question 

   

 

Did you have any other bad experience with online shops? ٱ Yes    ٱ No 

 
-If ‘yes’ is clicked the e-questionnaire will repeat questions 16 to 24 again. 
Otherwise, respondent will be appreciated for his/her assistance. 
 
Thanks for completing the Survey. 
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Appendix B: Questionnaire- Farsi version 
 

 دار گرامیخري
از مشا که حـداقل يکبـار از فروشـگاههای اينرتنتـی خريـد              
کرديده ايد دعوت به عمل می آيد که در تکميـل پرسشـنامه             

بـين افـرادی کـه      . پيوست شده به  اين ايميل شرکت منائيد       
اقدام به تکميل کامل پرسشنامه مزبور منايند به قيد قرعه          

 خواهد گرديـد    جوائزی از جانب فروشگاههای الکرتونيک اهدا     
الزم به ذکر است که تنها افرادی که پرسشنامه را به طـور             
. کامل تکميل منوده اند در قرعه کشی شرکت داده خواهند شد          

.  هفته فعال خواهد بـود     ٢اين پرسشنامه از امروز به مدت       
زمان اجرای قرعـه کشـی يـک هفتـه پـس از غيرفعـال شـدن                 

يا ايميـل آـا     با برندگان از طريق تلفن      . پرسشنامه است 
اين پرسشنامه جهت اجرای يـک حتقيـق        . متاس گرفته خواهد شد   

طراحی گرديده است ما در اين حتقيق بـر آنـيم تـا مشـکالت               
فروشگاههای الکرتونيـک را کـاهش داده و رضـايت مشـرتيهای            

تـا چنـد دقيقـه بـرای پـر کـردن            . مربوطه را جلب منائيم   
ر ياری فرموده   پرسشنامه وقت گذاشته و نه تنها در اين ام        

در صـورت عـدم     . (بلکه شانس خود را نيـز امتحـان منائيـد         
 )احتياج يا عدم متايل به سواالت ستاره دار پاسخ ندهيد

 
 :تلفن     پست الکرتونيک -١
  روستا   شهرستان    استان-٢
 : ميزان حتصيالت-٣

ــناس         ديپلم   دبيرستان راهنمايی/دبستان           کارشـ
    دکرتا کارشناس ارشد        
 
 : شغل-٤

   اشتغال نيمه وقت شتغال متام وقت  بيکار
 صاحب کار آزاد

 
 : سن-٥
 زن  مرد  : جنسيت-٦
 

  با چه مهارهتای کامپيوتری آشنايی داريد؟-7
 ضعيف متوسط  خوب  عالی  
 اينرتنت
 ويندوز

 
 نام مهارت*
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  در هفته با اينرتنت کار ميکنيد؟ بطور متوسط چند ساعت-٨
 
 لطفا مهمرتين مـوارد اسـتفاده خـود را از اينرتنـت را نـام                -٩

 .بربيد
Research  خواندن / نوشنت خريد اينرتنتیweb log     

Messenger, chat, E-mailوب گردی تفريحی    ارتباط با ديگران مثـل  
 غيره* 

 
 ايد؟ چطور با خريد اينرتنتی آشنا شده -١٠

  از طريق دوستان تبليغات در اينرتنت
 تبليغات رسانه های ارتباطی

 غيره*     از طريق گردش در اينرتنت 
 
  چه عواملی مشا را به خريد اينرتنتی ترغيب کرده است؟-١١

 دسرتسی به حمصوالت کمياب راحتی کار 
 )  حس کنجکاوی(کسب جتربه جديد يا جذابيت اين نوع خريد

 هغير*
 
 چه زمانی اولين خريد اينرتنتـی خـود را اجنـام داده ايـد؟              -١٢

 ماه قبل 
 
  تاکنون حدود چند خريد اينرتنتی اجنام داده ايد؟-١٣
 
 آيا در آينده باز هم اقدام به خريد اينرتنتی خواهيد منود؟           -١٤

       شايد          خير بلی  
 
رتنتی خريده ايد را     لطفا نام بعضی حمصوالتی که به صورت اين        -١٥*

 .نام بربيد
 
 آيا تاکنون در خريدهای خود از فروشـگاههای اينرتنتـی بـا             -١٦

 مساله يا مشکلی مواجه شده ايد؟ 
 خير   بلی  

 
 پر کردن را ادامـه      ٢٣ خير بوده لطفا از سوال       ١٦اگر پاسخ سوال    

 . کار را دنبال کنيد١٧دهيد در غير اين صورت از سوال 
 
 .فا مشکل خود را توضيح دهيد لط-١٧
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مطرح کنيد  اينرتنتی   فروشگاه آيا سعی کرده ايد مشکلتان را با      -١٨
 ؟)اعرتاض کنيد(

 خير   بلی  
      
 در صورتی که اعرتاض نکرده ايد علت اعرتاض نکـردن مشـا چـه                  -   

 بوده است؟
 
 

 پـر کـردن را      ٢٣ خير بوده است  لطفا از سوال         ١٨اگر پاسخ سوال    
 . کار را دنبال کنيد١٩دامه دهيد در غير اين صورت از سوال ا
 
برای مطرح کردن مشکلتان سـعی کرديـد از طريـق کـدام وسـيله               -١٩

 متاس بگيريد؟اينرتنتی فروشگاه  با ارتباطی
 غيره*   پست الکرتونيک   تلفن 

 
 
 
 اينرتنتی شديد؟فروشگاه   آيا ايتا موفق به متاس با-٢٠

 خير   بلی  
 .اگر نظری داريد توضيح دهيد*
 
 

 پـر کـردن را      ٢٣ خير بوده است  لطفا از سوال         ٢٠اگر پاسخ سوال    
 . کار را دنبال کنيد٢١ادامه دهيد در غير اين صورت از سوال 

 
سعی در رفع مشکل مشا کرده      ) فروشگاه اينرتنتی ( آيا مسئولين    -٢١

 اند؟
 خير   بلی  

 اگر پاسخ بلی است چگونه؟* 
 
 پـر کـردن را      ٢٣ خير بوده است  لطفا از سوال         ٢١گر پاسخ سوال    ا

 . کار را دنبال کنيد٢٢ادامه دهيد در غير اين صورت از سوال 
 
 آيا مشکل مشا به گونه ای رفع شده که رضايت مشا جلب گردد؟-٢٢

 خير   بلی  
 .اگر نظری داريد توضيح دهيد*
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( گاه اينرتنتی مذکور     آيا تصور ميکنيد که درآينده از فروش       -٢٣
 خريد جمدد اجنام دهيد؟) که درآن با مشکل مواجه شده ايد

       شايد           خير  بلی   
 .لطفا دليل انتخاب خود را توضيح دهيد

 
 
  آيا فکر می کنيد از اين پس ؟-٢٤

       ديگران را قويا به خريد از فروشگاههای مذکور تشويق
 .      ميکنيد

 . خريد از فروشگاههای مذکور را به ديگران توصيه ميکند    
        برايم علی السويه است با ديگـران در ايـن مـورد کـاری                   

 ندارم
 

       ديگران را از خريد از فروشگاههای مذکور منصرف ميکنيد
 

       ديگران شديدا از خريد از فروشگاههای مذکور منصرف
 .       ميکيند

 
 .لطفا دليل انتخاب خود را توضيح دهيد     

 
 

 آيا باز هم خريد مشکلدار داشته ايد؟ 
     بلی     خير

  
 
 

در غير اين صورت .  به بعد مجددا فعال ميشود١٦پاسخ بلی بوده باشد پرسشنامه الکترونيک از سوال اگر
  .سپاسگذاری ميشود

 
 

.از مهکاری مشا سپاسگذاريم

 
 




